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!

Deep Brain Stimulation (DBS) is a promising neurosurgical technique that

may be useful in promoting emergence to consciousness in minimally conscious
state (MCS) patients. In this context, DBS of the central thalamus (CT/DBS) is intended to act as a surrogate input from the ascending arousal systems to support
cortical recruitment for cognitive tasks. To test the effectiveness of CT/DBS, intact mice and a mouse model of traumatic brain injury (TBI) have been stimulated under the hypothesis that CT/DBS increases generalized arousal. Two of
the three dimensions of the operational definition of generalized arousal are presented here: motor activity and sensory (specifically olfactory) responsiveness. In
addition to the question of the effectiveness of CT/DBS to increase generalized
arousal, this thesis explores the efficiency of a small set of parameters of stimulation. The data presented in this thesis show that 1) CT/DBS can increase generalized arousal as measured by motor activity in intact mice; 2) that a previously
unexplored parameter of DBS, temporal pattern, can modulate its effectiveness;

3) a novel mouse model of TBI, multiple TBI, can produce motor activity and
neurological deficits that last 10-14 days; 4) CT/DBS can increase generalized
arousal as measured by motor activity in this mouse model of traumatic brain
injury; and finally, 5) there is no evidence that DBS can potentiate an olfactory
response in intact mice or in a mouse model of traumatic brain injury. To summarize, these data show that CT/DBS can increase generalized arousal as measured
by motor activity in intact and brain injured mice and add further experimental
evidence from the laboratory to support the idea that CT/DBS can be therapeutic
for MCS patients. The data presented here also show that temporal pattern is important in one context of DBS, but it would not be surprising if temporal pattern
turns out to be important in many other contexts of DBS. The brain does not usually work in monotonic pulses. Why should neuromodulation in the service of
CNS arousal be any different? Exploring the effects of temporal patterns in DBS
is certainly a promising new field of research and could ultimately benefit patients by fine-tuning the exact amount of electricity necessary to produce clinical
results and thereby optimizing efficacy and reducing side effects of DBS.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION
!

Deep brain stimulation (DBS) is a popular neurosurgical technique that

involves implantation of a pacemaker that produces electrical current connected
to stimulating electrodes placed in specific brain targets; DBS shows promise in
the treatment of many neurological and psychiatric diseases and disorders, and
its use continues to expand because it is widely applicable, highly adjustable, and
reversible. Since there are numerous diseases and disorders that are fundamentally neurological, there are as many potential applications of DBS as the neuroscience and neurological communities can discover appropriate brain region targets for diseases and disorders of interest. In addition to this target brain region
flexibility, the stimulation itself is highly flexible. There are a plethora of parameters to optimize when using DBS, e.g., frequency, amplitude, pulse width, pulse
shape, and field geometry. Unlike other neurosurgical techniques such as ablation, DBS can be stopped permanently (in the case of negative outcomes) or temporarily (for optimal performance).
!

The Food and Drug Administration has recognized the usefulness of DBS

and has approved its use in the treatment of movement disorders such as Parkinson’s disease (PD), essential tremor, and dystonia, and in the treatment of psychiatric disorders such as treatment-resistant depression and treatment-resistant
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obsessive compulsive disorder. DBS of the subthalamic nucleus or the internal
globus pallidus are both efficacious and clinically useful in the treatment of motor symptoms and motor complications in movement disorders and are viable
options for patients who do not respond well to pharmacological treatments (Fox
et al., 2011). Treatment-resistant depression and treatment-resistant obsessive
compulsive disorder patients, by definition, do not respond to any currently
available pharmacological or psychological treatment options; 50% of these patients who opt for DBS respond positively to this treatment with rare serious adverse events (Goodman & Alterman, 2012). In short, DBS can and has been approved by the FDA as a safe and effective treatment option for a number of disorders and has the potential to help a host of patients control the symptoms of
their disease.
!

Ongoing clinical trials and preclinical research into the effectiveness of

DBS in several neurological diseases and psychiatric disorders are being performed in many hospitals and laboratories around the world. Table 1.1 lists DBS
trials archived at clinicaltrials.gov. These clinical trials expand on those diseases
and disorders already approved by the FDA and include Tourette syndrome,
Huntington’s disease, multiple sclerosis, dementia, epilepsy, Alzheimer’s, bipolar
disorder, addiction, anorexia nervosa, anxiety, obesity, chronic pain, cluster headache and traumatic brain injury (TBI). As most of these clinical trials are ongoing,
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Table 1.1 Clinical Trials of Deep Brain Stimulation.
Disease/Disorder
Parkinson’s Disease

Brain Target (# trials)
Subthalamic nucleus (38)
Globus Pallidus interna (8)
Ventrointermedius nucleus of the Thalamus (3)
Pedunculopontine nucleus (2)
Caudal Zona Incerta (1)
Unspecified (10)

Dystonia

Globus Pallidus interna (14)
Subthalamic nucleus (4)
Ventrointermedius nucleus of the Thalamus (3)
Unspecified (2)

Depression

Subgenual cingulate (5)
Ventral Striatum (3)
Subthalamic nucleus (2)
Nucleus Accumbens (2)
Internal Capsule (2)
Anterior Capsule (1)
Medial Forebrain Bundle (1)
Unspecified (2)

Obsessive Compulsive Dis-

Ventral Striatum (4)

order

Subthalamic nucleus (3)
Nucleus Accumbens (2)
Internal Capsule (1)
Ventral Caudate (1)
Ventrointermedius nucleus of the Thalamus (1)
Globus Pallidus interna (1)
Unspecified (3)

Epilepsy

Thalamus (4)
Subthalamic nucleus (1)
Ventrointermedius nucleus of the Thalamus (1)
Hippocampus (1)
Unspecified (2)
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Disease/Disorder
Essential Tremor

Brain Target (# trials)
Ventrointermedius nucleus of the Thalamus (4)
Subthalamic nucleus (2)
Globus Pallidus interna (2)
Thalamus (1)

Alzheimer’s

Fornix (4)
Nucleus Basalis Meynert (1)
Unspecified (1)

Tourette syndrome

Thalamus (1)
Globus Pallidus interna (1)
Unspecified (1)

Bipolar Disorder

Nucleus accumbens (1)
Unspecified (1)

Addiction

Nucleus accumbens (2)

Anorexia Nervosa

Unspecified (1)

Anxiety

Subthalamic nucleus (1)

Chronic Pain

Ventral Capsule (1)
Ventral Striatum (1)

Cluster Headache

Postero-inferior Hypothalamus (1)

Dementia

Nucleus Accumbens (1)

Multiple Sclerosis

Ventrointermedius nucleus of the Thalamus (1)

Obesity

Unspecified (1)

Traumatic Brain Injury

Unspecified (1)

Huntington’s Disease

Globus Pallidus interna (1)

Data for this table compiled from www.clinicaltrials.gov.
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publications documenting results and effectiveness are scarce. Importantly, these
trials show a willingness of the clinical community to explore more applications
for DBS.
!

Though progress continues, success of DBS in the clinic is not universal.

Debate continues on its efficacy in the treatment of chronic pain syndromes, and
the FDA has yet to approve any such stimulation paradigm due to the lack of
controlled clinical trials proving effectiveness. Uncontrolled open-label studies
suggest DBS of various regions might ameliorate chronic pain in some patients,
but these results have not been replicated in randomized double-blinded controlled studies (Coffey, 2001; Rasche, Rinaldi, Young, & Tronner, 2006; Levy, Deer,
& Henderson, 2010).
!

While the use of DBS in the clinic has been increasingly common for the

last 30 years, debate persists as to the clinical mechanism(s) of action. Originally
thought to be an alternative to ablation and therefore strictly inhibitory of the
target, the mechanism of action of DBS has been studied by many groups, and
these studies suggest local inhibition, local excitation, modulation of local firing
pattern, neurogenesis, and other effects (Liu, Postupnua, Falkenberg, & Anderson, 2008; Montgomery & Gale, 2008; Bourne, Eckhardt, Sheth, & Eskandar,
2012). As these studies occur in various contexts, it is not surprising to find mutually exclusive mechanisms in this list; still, contradictory results are reported in
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the literature even in studies using the same model. This contradiction may indicate that DBS has multiple effects, and the current understanding is that the clinical mechanisms of action of DBS are much more nuanced than simple ablation.
Further debate surrounds the critical cell structures and types: some studies emphasize the action in local axons, others the action at the soma; there are even
suggestions that the response of astrocytes to DBS is of utmost importance
(Vedam-Mai et al., 2012). The details of what happens at the electrical/
neurotransmitter level, cellular level, and circuit level remain unclear. Most of
these studies occur in patients with PD, animal models of PD, or computational
models of neuronal function, and it is important to make sure the lessons learned
from these studies are generally applicable to DBS in other contexts.

MINIMALLY CONSCIOUS STATE
!

Disorders of consciousness (DOC) refer to a broad range of devastating

states with major deficits to both cognitive and motor function (Giacino et al.,
2002) affecting an estimated 700,000 people in the US with only ~40% of that
number ultimately regaining consciousness (Hirschberg & Giacino, 2011). Figure
1.1 (adapted from Schiff, 2010) diagrams the spectrum of these disorders. The
scales converge on coma, with cognitive function increasing along the horizontal
axis and motor function along the vertical axis. The line between Minimally Conscious State (MCS) and Severe Cognitive Disability marks the boundary of
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Figure 1.1 Spectrum of Disorders of Consciousness. Various diagnoses of disorders of consciousness (DOC) placed on a scale of increasing cognitive function on
the x axis and increasing motor function on the y axis. With slightly more cognitive and motor functionality than coma is the Vegetative State (VS) or Persistent
Vegetative State (PVS). Toward the middle of the scale of cognitive function is the
diagnosis of Minimally Conscious State (MCS). VS — vegetative state, PVS —
persistent vegetative state, MCS — minimally conscious state, LIS — locked-in
state. Figure adapted from Schiff (2010).
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consciousness. DOC are not to be confused with Locked-in State (LIS) seen in the
bottom right corner of the graph. LIS can present like DOC, but is in actuality a
disorder of motor neuron function with no deficits in consciousness or cognitive
ability.
!

Unlike coma or VS patients, MCS patients show intermittent, but recur-

ring, behavioral signs of awareness in response to external stimuli (Giacino et al.,
2002). In addition to this behavioral difference, neuronal differences distinguish
MCS from VS patients structurally: brains of MCS patients show smaller and
fewer lesions in the arousal circuitry, lesser axonal injury and thalamic cell loss,
and greater cortical connectivity (Hirschberg & Giacino, 2011). While our understanding of what differentiates MCS patients from other DOC patients continues
to evolve, this group comprises the most likely candidates to respond to intervention and to eventually emerge to consciousness.
!

Despite the fact that little is known about what sets MCS patients apart

from others with DOC, theories exist. Dr. Nicholas Schiff (2008), Weill Cornell
Medical College professor and neurologist, theorizes that while most DOC patients lose connectivity throughout the brain, MCS patients largely retain
thalamo-cortical networks and lack only the arousing input to these circuits from
the brainstem and midbrain. He proposes that MCS patients show occasional
awareness when their ascending arousal systems manage to innervate the
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thalamo-cortical networks that support cognition, but as this connection is weak,
consciousness cannot be maintained for any length of time. Schiff further theorizes that if a surrogate arousing input to the thalamus can be artificially maintained, the thalamo-cortical circuits may have enough innervation to support
emergence to consciousness: that surrogate could be DBS.
DBS in Minimally Conscious State Patients
!

In a double-blinded single subject cross-over study, Schiff and colleagues

(2007) implanted stimulating electrodes into the central thalamus of one patient 6
years after initial injury and 4 years after termination of initial rehabilitation
therapy. After implantation surgery, a titration period allowed optimization of
stimulation parameters; the patient was then observed for a total of six months
while monthly alternating the stimulation on or off. Throughout the study, the
patient’s progress was tracked using a standard test for functionality in coma patients, the JFK Coma Recovery Scale — Revised, which measures functionality in
6 modalities (auditory, visual, motor, oromotor/verbal, communication and
arousal). Some of these metrics showed significant increases during stimulation
on versus stimulation off. By the end of the study, the patient was capable of
feeding himself and communicating with simple words and gestures. While this
success in a MCS patient has not been replicated in another controlled study, it is
a heartening result for those who provide care to such patients.
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!

In addition to this single controlled study, several preceding papers dis-

cuss the use of DBS for the treatment of DOC. Hassler et al. (1969) stimulated the
right internal globus pallidus and the left ventral anterior nucleus of the thalamus of one patient in “vigil coma” (vegetative state). It is unclear whether the
reported behavioral arousal indicates actual functional improvement, reflexive
stimulation artifacts, or confirmation bias on the part of the authors. Given the
vague language and subtle behavioral changes (gaze movements, spontaneous
hand movements, and unintelligible vocalizations), it is unlikely that the authors
of this early study significantly improved the consciousness of the patient. On
the other hand, Sturm et al. (1979) published a case report in which they stimulated the posterior part of the intralaminar nuclei of the thalamus in a patient
presenting with “subcoma” after ischemic infarction of the midbrain. The patient
is described as having “a degree of vigilance seeming to range just moderately
below the level of consciousness” (Sturm et al., 1979), and therefore, the term
“subcoma“ most likely corresponds to a modern diagnosis of MCS. After stimulation, the patient was able to respond to commands, communicate verbally, and
be fed orally. This is an obvious early success of DBS in the treatment of a DOC,
but we must consider this case with caution because there was no blinded comparison of stimulation on and off and only qualitative data were collected.
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!

More recently, there have been open label studies of DBS of the mesen-

cephalic reticular formation or the centromedian-parafascicularis nucleus complex of the thalamus in vegetative state patients. In one such study, Yamamoto et
al. (2010) describe 8 of 21 VS patients who received DBS emerging to consciousness to obey verbal commands. However, this study is not controlled: the study
has no randomized groups of DBS and placebo or even a randomized cross-over
design using each patient as his or her own control. No information is given regarding selection criterial of the 21 DBS-treated patients (from a population of
107), and there is no indication whether any of these VS patients would be more
accurately diagnosed as MCS. Additionally, these patients were implanted,
stimulated, and showed improvement less than 20 months after initial injury.
Considering this short time frame, spontaneous recovery, independent of DBS,
cannot be excluded. These studies support the idea that DBS of the proper brain
structures in an appropriate subpopulation of DOC patients can improve functionality and support emergence to consciousness, but it must be pointed out
that steps need to be taken to ensure positive outcomes are not the result of confirmation bias. Randomized cross-over study designs and standard behavioral
metrics of coma recovery should be utilized in all future clinical studies (Giacino,
Fins, Aachado, & Schiff, 2012).
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Figure 1.2 Functional nucleic groups of the Central Thalamus. Four groups of
nuclei in the mouse central thalamus can be generally separated by their projections. The dorsal group of nuclei (PV — paraventricular, and IMD — intermediodorsal) projects to the ventral striatum, pre- and infralimbic cortices, and the
amygdala. The lateral group (PC — paracentral, CL — central lateral, CM — anterior central medial) project to the dorsal striatum and the cingulate cortex. The
ventral group (Re — reuniens, Rh — rhomboid, CM — posterior central medial)
projects mainly to non-limbic cortical areas as well as the hippocampus. The posterior group (PF — parafascicular, centre médian — not present in mouse) projects to the striatum, and sensory and motor cortices. Figure adapted from Paxinos & Franklin (2001).
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Central Thalamus: Anatomy and DBS Target for MCS
!

Whereas the aforementioned studies of DBS in VS or MCS stimulate a part

of the ascending arousal system (medullary reticular formation) or the nonspecific thalamic nuclei, the following rationale will focus on stimulation of the central thalamus (the nonspecific nuclei) for DOC.
!

The central thalamus (CT) encompasses the nonspecific nuclei of the

thalamus, so called because of their lack of sensory specificity as well as their
wide-ranging and diffuse projections. The CT can be divided into four groups of
nuclei: dorsal, lateral, ventral, and posterior (see Figure 1.2). The dorsal group
includes the paraventricular and intermediodorsal nuclei which project to the
ventral striatum, the pre- and infralimbic cortices, and the amygdala. The lateral
group consists of the paracentral, central lateral, and anterior central medial nuclei projecting mainly to the dorsal striatum and the cingulate cortex. The ventral
group consists of the reuniens, rhomboid, and posterior central medial nuclei
with spare projections to the striatum, mainly projecting to non-limbic cortical
areas, and at least one, the reuniens, projects to the hippocampus. Finally, the
posterior group of nuclei includes the parafasicular nuclei and the centre médian
(not present as a separate nucleus in the mouse) which project primarily to the
striatum as well as to sensory and motor cortices (Van der Werf, Witter, & Groenewegen, 2002).
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!

The CT is uniquely poised for neuromodulation in the severely injured

brain due to its neuroanatomical placement and role in regulating generalized
arousal (Schiff, 2008). Anatomically located between the major ascending and basal forebrain arousal systems and the cortex, the CT is recruited to support overall cerebral activation and to maintain that activation during high arousal states
(Schiff, 2008; see Figure 1.3). This level of cerebral activation is noticeably absent
in the severely injured brain. Schiff (2009) theorizes that while MCS patients retain thalamo-cortical connections needed to support cerebral activation, they lack
sufficient innervation from the arousal systems to sustain awareness. Therefore,
CT/DBS in a severely injured brain should approximate this missing arousal input, allowing the CT to support cerebral activity and cognition.

GENERALIZED AROUSAL
!

Generalized arousal is a basic concept in neuroscience that has recently

been codified into a definition that allows for systematic and methodical study.
Intuitively, the concept of generalized arousal is a simple one: it is the difference
between an awake animal or human and a resting one; a conscious, behaving,
active animal or human, and one that is not (or cannot) respond to external stimuli. As reviewed in Quinkert et al. (2011), Pfaff developed an operational definition of generalized arousal as follows: an aroused animal displays 1) increased
spontaneous motor activity, 2) increased sensory responsiveness, and 3)
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Figure 1.3 Projections to and from the Central Thalamus. The central thalamus
receieves acetylcholinergic input from the ascending and forebrain arousal systems. It also receives noradrenergic input from the locus coeruleus and a serotonergic input from the median raphe. Central thalamic nuclei send glutamatergic
projections mainly to the striatum and to various cortical areas including the cingulate cortex, pre- and infralimbic cortices, and non-limbic cortical targets. CT —
central thalamus. Figure adapted from Paxinos & Franklin (2001).

increased emotional reactivity (Pfaff, 2006). Table 1.2 summarizes the operational
definition and requirements. Using these three dimensions of behavioral arousal
(motor activity, sensory responsiveness, emotional reactivity), one can methodically observe this basic driving force of behavior.
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Table 1.2 Operating Requirements of CNS Arousal Systems
Operational Definition
Provide alertness to sensory stimuli, body-wide, all sensory modalities
Drive voluntary motor activity, body-wide, from fidgeting to running marathons
Fuel emotional reactivity, positive and negative

Operational Requirements
Lability: ‘Hair triggered’, rapid, not sluggish
Sensitivity: Especially to the momentary state of the organism
Convergence: All sensory stimuli activate the same set of arousal subsystems, which, in
turn, support each other
Divergence: Activate cerebral cortex, autonomic nervous systems, and endocrine organs
to initiate behavior
Robustness: Does not fail. Survival of the organism depends on adequate CNS arousal

Table adapted from Quinkert et al. (2011).

!

Several lines of evidence exist that support this proposed primitive driv-

ing force of the brain: statistical, genetic, and mechanistic. Numerous behavioral
experiments incorporating all three dimensions of the operational definition
were analyzed using factor analysis; in these analyses, the most general, least
specific factor, i.e., generalized arousal, explained 30-45% of the variance in the
data (Garey et al., 2003). Insofar as generalized arousal is an inheritable trait, one
can use the three dimensions of generalized arousal to breed for high and low
arousal strains of mice, and the success of such an endeavor would also lend cre-
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dence to the existence of generalized arousal (Weil, Zhang, Hornung, Blizard, &
Pfaff, 2010).
!

While it has taken so long to write an operational definition, neuroanato-

mists have described the arousal circuits essential to driving and maintaining
consciousness since the first half of the twentieth century. As maintaining arousal
is necessary to the continued function of the organism, these neural circuits are
widespread and redundant. This redundancy protects the arousal system from
total failure; only bilateral focal damage to several of these pathways will induce
prolonged unconsciousness.
!

The ascending arousal circuits that originate in the brainstem and project

toward or into the forebrain have little capability of encoding specific stimuli, but
form the basic drive that induces the cerebral cortex to action (see Figure 1.3).
The descending arousal circuits, originating in the forebrain and projecting toward the brainstem and even to the spinal cord, prepare the body for action by
influencing sensory excitability as well as activating autonomic nervous systems.
More specifically, the locus coeruleus, part of the ascending arousal circuitry, is
involved in emotional activation; it activates widespread, noradrenergic, mostly
limbic, projections in response to emotionally salient stimuli (Aston-Jones,
Rajkowski, Kubiak, Valentino, & Shipley, 1996). It also regulates circadian behavior patterns through an indirect afferent from the suprachiasmatic nucleus, the
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primary circadian clock in mammals (Aston-Jones, Chen, & Yu, 2001). The serotonergic raphe nuclei project toward the forebrain, including cortical targets, and
promote a quiet waking state associated with satiety, reduced appetitive behavior, and rhythmic behaviors such as grooming (Jones, 2003). The nucleus giganticellularis of the medullary reticular formation is unique in that it has both ascending and descending arousal-related projections. Additionally, this nucleus
receives input regarding and responds to several sensory modalities, especially
those that require immediate attention (Martin, Pavlides, & Pfaff, 2010). Through
these connections, the nucleus giganticellularis is able to integrate salient arousing stimuli and coordinate signals sent to the forebrain, as well as to the spinal
cord, in preparation for action (Pfaff, Martin, & Faber, 2012). These are short descriptions of only 4 of the interconnected circuits that control generalized arousal
in the mammal brain.
!

This thesis will use the concept of generalized arousal and its operational

definition to structure experiments using intact and brain injured mice and will
test the effectiveness of DBS to increase generalized arousal. It is important to use
generalized arousal to frame these experiments as it would be prohibitively difficult to develop a mouse model of a DOC and attempt to promote emergence to
consciousness. Using the principles of generalized arousal, DBS can be studied
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Figure 1.4 Incidence of Traumatic Brain Injury in the General Population and in
the Military. Comparison of incidence rate of TBI in general and military populations (A). In the general population, comparison of incidence rate of TBI by sex
(B) and cause of injury (C). In the military population, comparison of incidence
rate of TBI by branch (D) and severity of injury (E). All graphs depict TBI incidence as a rate per 100,000 adults or active duty personnel. Data compiled from
the CDC (2010), the Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center (2010), and Washington Headquarters Services: Directorate for Information Operations and Reports (2006).
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using brain-injured but conscious mice, and the conclusions of these experiments
may then be applied clinically in DOC.

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY
!

While many types of acquired brain injury may result in DOC, this thesis

will focus on one type: traumatic brain injury (TBI). TBI is a common form of
survivable brain injury attributable to rapid acceleration/deceleration or a blow
to the head that can result, depending on severity, in a quickly healed concussion, sustained unconsciousness, or even brain death (Gaetz, 2004). An estimated
1.7 million TBIs occur in the US every year of which 52,000 patients die, 275,000
are hospitalized, and 1.4 million are treated and released from emergency departments. Additionally, TBI is a contributing factor of 30.5% of all injury-related
deaths in the US (CDC, 2010). Figure 1.4 summarizes the incidence of TBI from
2002-2006 in the general population and in the military (data compiled from the
CDC, 2010; the Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center, 2010; and Washington
Headquarters Services: Directorate for Information Operations and Reports,
2006). With the incidence of TBI so high, it is important to understand how TBI
can affect the brain, and, importantly, how to ameliorate the consequences, both
small and large.
!

Since TBI is such an important medical and societal concern, much re-

search has been performed in the past 20 years into the pathology and mecha-
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nisms of injury. The primary damage occurs in the moment of injury and can include lacerations of the scalp, fractures of the skull, surface contusions and lacerations of the brain, diffuse axonal injury, and intracranial hemorrhage (Graham, Adams, Nicoll, Maxwell, & Gennarelli, 1995). The secondary damage begins at the moment of injury, but does not manifest clinically until hours, days, or
weeks later and can include damage due to increased intracranial pressure,
ischemia, swelling, and infection (Graham, Adams, Nicoll, Maxwell, & Gennarelli, 1995). Since the recognition that these secondary processes are separate from
the initial injury and the resolution of the medical community to avoid them if
possible, there have been fewer fatalities after severe brain injury (Reilly, 2001).
In addition to this knowledge of these injury processes, the medical community
can also predict, to some extent, degree of neurological deficit based on degree of
force that caused the initial injury as well as the extent of the primary brain damage. Lesser direct forces or acceleration/deceleration forces in a rostral/caudal
orientation damage more restricted superficial areas of the brain and result in
good recovery; on the other hand, larger direct forces or acceleration/
deceleration forces in a lateral orientation damage more and deeper areas of the
brain and can result in much more serious deficits and a higher likelihood of
large-scale deafferentation and prolonged unconsciousness (Gaetz, 2004).
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!

To test the effectiveness of various proposed treatments, animal models of

TBI must be utilized. A host of animal models for TBI exist: controlled cortical
impact, weight drop, fluid percussion, blast, diffuse, and many others (reviewed
in Morales et al., 2005). While each model has pros and cons, this thesis focuses
on weight drop models because of their straightforward implementation, adjustability, and similarity to actual injury-causing phenomena. The weight drop
model used in the following experiments is detailed in the next chapter. Briefly,
an anesthetized mouse is placed under a weight suspended at a pre-selected
height, and then the weight is dropped to impact the side of the skull. This is a
basic protocol that utilizes an easily-constructed apparatus and is adjustable to fit
many different animal species. The severity of the injury can also be adjusted by
altering the mass of the weight and the drop height. The protocol itself closely
parallels actual situations which result in TBI: whether the head strikes a surface
or an object strikes the head, a hard surface and skull meet at medium-to-high
velocity.

NEURAL CODING AND TEMPORAL PATTERNS
!

Assuming the mechanism of clinical action of DBS for MCS lies in substi-

tuting a missing input with an artificial one, the nature of the missing input
needs to be determined before the artificial input can be logically designed. There
are many theories as to the nature of neuronal input, or more precisely, the na-
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ture of information transfer in neural systems. One hypothesis states that information can be encoded in the temporal patterns of neural spike trains (series of
action potentials) and not strictly in a particular static parameter of those spikes
(Wasserman, 1992; Kumar, Rotter, & Aertsen, 2010; Panzeri, Brunel, Logothetis, &
Kayser, 2010).
!

A rich literature describes temporally-patterned neural responses, infor-

mation theory analyses of temporally-patterned responses, physiological explanations for the presence (and possibly usage) of temporal patterns, and neural
network models that utilize temporal patterns. Most descriptions of temporallypatterned neural responses come from various sensory systems; there are studies
exploring temporal-pattern-sensitive neurons in visual (Mechler, Victor, Purpura,
& Shapley, 1998; Reinagel & Reid, 2000), gustatory (Di Lorenzo, Leshchinskiy,
Moroney, & Ozdoba, 2009; Glendinning, Davis, & Rai, 2006), olfactory (Laurent,
Wehr, & Davidowitz, 1996; Lei, Christensen, & Hildebrand, 2004; Wehr & Laurent, 1999), auditory (Kozloski & Crawford, 2000; Malone, Scott, & Semple, 2010),
tactile (Arabzadeh, Panzeri, & Diamond, 2006), and electro-sensing (Carlson,
2009) systems.
!

This thesis’s current line of inquiry began with the observation of different

robust temporal patterns resulting from different stimuli. Once these temporal
patterns were observed, the question was posed: Are these temporal patterns
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useful for transmitting information or do they represent noise around a meaningful average? One approach to answering this question is through the use of information theory. Informational theoretic analyses allow for calculation of the
amount of information (generally in bits/second) transmitted by a neuronal signal, taking into account various parameters of that signal (Pfaff, 2006). In these
analyses, more information is transmitted by the signal when temporal patterning of the signal is included; in some cases, the amount of information encompassed by temporal patterning is necessary for what the neuron or system does
in vivo (Reinagel & Reid, 2000; Arabzadeh, Panzeri, & Diamond, 2006; Marsat &
Pollack, 2005; Schnupp, Hall, Kokelaar, & Ahmed, 2006). Now that the idea of the
importance of temporal patterning has taken hold, a growing body of evidence
describes how receptors, neurons, and networks generate, and possibly use,
temporal patterns (Sanchez, Gans, & Wenstrup, 2007; Williams & Stuart, 2000;
Wu, Ma, & Kelly, 2004). In addition, neural network models of sensory systems
emulate the complex characteristics of natural neural systems only when they
include these temporal dynamics (Buonomano, 2000; Buonomano & Merzenich,
1995).
!

While most of the evidence for the usefulness of temporal patterns is indi-

rect, a few groups use direct experimentation to reveal the response of a neural
system to temporally-patterned input; two are listed here. First, Di Lorenzo et al.
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(2009) used a conditioned aversion paradigm to test whether temporallypatterned stimulation of the nucleus tractus solitarius would elicit a taste perception with a particular quality. Using recordings from the nucleus tractus solitarius in behaving rats presented with quinine (a bitter tasting compound), the
authors defined a temporal pattern of spike trains to simulate quinine. They
found that conditioned aversion using their quinine-simulating temporal pattern
generalized specifically to bitter taste stimuli. Additionally, conditioned aversion
using randomized temporal patterns generalized to more than just bitter taste
stimuli. They concluded that their subjects perceive a bitter taste when stimulated with their quinine-simulating temporal pattern. The second example, from
Kimmel and Moore (2007), concluded that the frontal eye field in nonhuman
primates is sensitive to temporal pattern of input in signaling saccadic eye
movement (rapid voluntary movement). They found that an accelerating temporal pattern is most efficient at eliciting saccades; this temporal pattern was better
than either a decelerating temporal pattern or a fixed interpulse interval pattern.
In addition to these three temporal patterns (all with the same mean interpulse
interval), the authors also used randomized temporal patterns; the random temporal patterns found to elicit saccades were, on average, accelerating, and those
that were not found to elicit saccades were generally decelerating.
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!

If temporal patterns can carry information, temporally-patterned DBS

might be more effective for increasing arousal versus conventional fixed frequency stimulation. In fact, it has already been hypothesized that arousal systems depend on a specific mathematics of temporal patterning, nonlinear dynamics (Pfaff & Banavar, 2007), to ensure lability. A nonlinear dynamic (or chaotic) arousal system would have the advantage of being able to quickly amplify
the smallest of perturbations, hypothetically resulting in a fast response to salient
arousing stimuli. Additionally, various biological phenomena have been shown
to take advantage of the benefits of several nonlinear dynamic equations (Cohen,
1995).
!

This thesis will explore the utility of temporally-pattered DBS by utilizing

temporal patterns generated by one of two methods. Under the assumption that
nonlinear dynamics are important to controlling arousal systems, a simple deterministic chaotic map, the logistic equation, was chosen to produce temporal
patterns to use in DBS to increase generalized arousal. Additionally, a
temporally-patterned control was included in some experiments. Since the logistic equation is deterministic, a true random number generator that is internally
independent was chosen.
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SUMMARY
!

This thesis will show that temporally-patterned deep brain stimulation

(DBS) can modulate the increase of generalized arousal in intact mice and in a
mouse model of traumatic brain injury (TBI). Importantly, this thesis will elucidate the likely benefits of temporally-patterned DBS and may lead to new practices in its clinical use. Chapter 2 will detail the methodology of all experiments.
In Chapter 3, the effect of temporal pattern on DBS will be explored in hippocampal DBS of intact mice (these data published in Quinkert, Schiff, & Pfaff,
2010). Next in Chapter 4, central thalamic DBS (CT/DBS) will be explored first
using 3 amplitudes, 4 frequencies, and standard temporal patterns, and then with
the best amplitude/frequency pair and 3 temporal patterns (these data published
in Quinkert & Pfaff, 2012). Chapter 5 will introduce a mouse model of TBI, and
the response to temporally-patterned DBS in this model will be observed. In
Chapter 6, olfactory responsiveness in intact and TBI mice, with and without
DBS will be examined. Olfactory responsiveness was chosen to incorporate another dimension of the operational definition of generalized arousal into this thesis. Finally in Chapter 7, the overall results of this thesis, some caveats, and potential implications for clinical DBS will be discussed.
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Chapter 2: Methods
ANIMALS
!

All experiments used male and female C57BL/6J mice, 6-9 weeks of age.

During all experiments, mice were singly-housed on a reversed 12:12 hour light/
dark cycle with lights on at 6 pm, with food and water available ad libitum. In
stimulation experiments, mice were implanted bilaterally with monopolar electrodes (PlasticsOne) in the central thalamus (anterior/posterior: -1.70 mm, lateral: +/- 1.00 mm, depth: -3.00 mm, angle: 10° from vertical, coordinates relative
to bregma) except where specified with ground wires placed on the surface of the
skull near the burr holes. Some mice were also implanted with a subcutaneous
transmitter (Data Sciences International) capable of transmitting single channel
electroencephalogram (EEG). All surgical and injury procedures were done under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia (80/12 mg/kg, i.p.); analgesia (flunazine 5
mg/kg, s.c.) was given twice daily for 2 days after all survival surgeries as well
as injury. All animal procedures were approved by the Rockefeller Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee.

STIMULATION CHARACTERISTICS
General Parameters
!

All stimulation was done using a four channel programmable stimulus

generator (Multi Channel Systems). Stimulation consisted of symmetric biphasic
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(negative phase first) square wave pulses with a total pulse width of 200 μs.
Stimulation was always constant current, and amplitude of stimulation ranged
from 75-150 μA. Frequency of stimulation ranged from 50-225 hz. Stimulation
epochs were either 10 minutes of continous stimulation every 3-4 hours over the
course of 1-3 days or 10 seconds of continuous stimulation spaced randomly (but
not shorter than 1 hour apart) over the course of 4-5 days.
Temporal Patterns
!

Temporal patterns used in experiments are listed in Table 2.1 and plotted

as histograms in Figure 2.1. Two methods of generating temporal patterns were
chosen to compare to conventional fixed frequency. One pattern generation
method, based on the logistic equation, was chosen subsequent to our hypothesis
that nonlinear dynamics may be important in the control of CNS arousal systems
(Pfaff and Banavar, 2007). The second pattern generation method, based on a true
random number generator, was chosen as a patterned control; based on independent true random numbers, the random temporal pattern was used to give
perspective on the internally structured chaotic temporal pattern.
!

The generation of alternative temporal patterns is described as follows.

The logistic equation, Xn = R Xn−1 (1 − Xn−1), where X is the output at time n, has a
constant modifier, R, that creates chaotic output at certain values. Output of the
logistic equation was calculated to two or three thousand iterations with initial
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Table 2.1 Temporal Patterns of Stimulation. Lists of interpulse intervals (μsec) for
each temporal pattern used.
Nonlinear1
11 660
29 780
13 840
31 880
7 100
21 880
30 120
12 840
31 060
9 880

Nonlinear2

Chaotic

32 260
3 440
12 000
29 860
11 580
29 400
13 020
30 840
8 420
24 500
24 940
24 080
25 700
22 560
28 120
16 620
32 320
3 160
11 120
28 840
14 660
31 900
4 720
15 800
32 260
3 400
11 920
29 780
11 820
29 660
12 200
30 080
10 880
28 520
15 560
32 200
3 600
12 520
30 380
9 900
27 080
19 340
31 440
6 360
20 060
30 900
8 180
24 020
25 820
22 300

12 900
1 380
4 800
11 940
4 640
11 760
5 200
12 340
3 360
9 800
9 980
9 640
10 280
9 020
11 240
6 640
12 920
1 260
4 440
11 540
5 860
12 760
1 880
6 320
12 900
1 360
4 760
11 920
4 720
11 860
4 880
12 040
4 360
11 400
6 220
12 880
1 440
5 000
12 160
3 960
10 840
7 740
12 580
2 540
8 020
12 360
3 280
9 600
10 320
8 920
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Random
7 300
4 460
14 180
8 820
12 940
12 960
11 300
2 320
9 880
9 480
11 200
1 520
7 240
6 220
2 560
11 200
13 660
7 800
9 080
8 620
3 160
1 700
14 300
1 800
10 280
10 600
3 760
10 220
3 820
7 020
4 240
13 140
14 400
5 860
4 440
5 540
6 000
5 620
8 920
11 600
13 240
3 600
7 520
13 580
5 380
10 200
5 660
11 000
5 360
5 240

Figure 2.1 Histograms of Temporal Patterns of Stimulation. Histograms of interpulse intervals that make up each temporal pattern used in this thesis. Temporal
patterns of stimulation for Chapter 3 (A), and Chapters 4 and 5 (B).

conditions to ensure chaotic behavior of the equation (R = 3.90 and X0 = 0.2). The
true random number generator used to generate temporal patterns takes atmospheric noise measurements to generate three thousand uniformly distributed
numbers (Haar, 1998). To ensure that depolarization block did not occur, a minimum interpulse interval (IPI) was defined as 0.3 ms, and chaotic and random sequences were scaled to meet that minimum. For both sequences of numbers, a
consecutive set of numbers was found such that the number of elements in the
set divided by the sum of the scaled output equaled the desired average frequency. In this manner, four temporal patterns were defined: 1) 10 pulses from
the logistic equation output, named ‘Nonlinear1,’ 2) 50 pulses from the logistic
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equation output, named ‘Nonlinear2,’ 3) 50 pulses from the logistic equation
output, named ‘Chaotic,’ and 4) 50 pulses from the true random number generator output, named ‘Random.’ To ensure the only difference in a mouse’s response
to stimulation was the temporal patterning of pulses, all patterns in a single experiment were identical with respect to pulse shape, pulse duration, amplitude,
average frequency, and stimulation duration.

TRAUMATIC BRAIN INJURY MODELS
!

In choosing a traumatic brain injury (TBI) model, two factors were consid-

ered essential: 1) that the model result in a closed head injury and 2) that the
model produce long-lasting deficits, long enough to ensure deficits after implantation surgery and recovery. Weight drop models were chosen because they fit
the first criterion and because of their similarity to real injury causing phenomena; several were tested. Of the injury models tested, only one met the length of
deficit criteria, multiple TBI (Figure 2.2). Multiple TBI uses a small pointed 20 g
weight with a point diameter of 3 mm dropped from a height of 25 cm on the
right side of a mouse’s skull.
!

A Neurological Severity Screen (NSS) was adpated from Flierl et al. (2009)

as a general indication of severity of injury and neurological deficit (Figure 2.3).
This neurological screen is different from the screen developed by Arrieta-Cruz
(2007). Arrieta-Cruz’s neurological test included 28 tests each with possible
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Figure 2.2 Diagram of Multiple TBI apparatus. A 20 g weight with a 3 mm diameter point is suspended 25 cm over the head of an anesthetized mouse. By
pulling the release pin, the weight is dropped on the right side of the mouse’s
skull. The release pin is replaced, the weight reloaded, and additional drops are
performed as necessary.

scores from 0-4; higher scores resulting from greater functionality and lower
scores resulting from neurological injury. The NSS used here is slimmed down to
only 10 tests that have binary scoring. Since the purpose of the NSS was not to
fully characterize the neurological ability of the mice, and only to give some
indication of severity of injury, the NSS was chosen for its speed, simplicity, and
scoring system. Tests in the NSS are described in Table 2.2 and detailed here.
Two hours after injury, mice were placed in a circular open maze with a single
small exit (Figure 2.3.A), and four tests were scored: 1) ability to exit circle within
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Figure 2.3 Diagrams of Neurological Severity Screen Tests. Circular open maze of
30 cm diameter (A). Mice must exit the maze within 3 minutes to pass this test.
Mice are also observed in this maze for normal ambulation and spontaneous
seeking behavior. An acoustic startle response is also tested. Illustration of a
perching mouse (B). For balancing tests on both square and round rods, mice
must attain this position and sustain it for 10 seconds to pass. Platform for functional walking tests (C). Mice must walk from one platform to the other over 3
cm, 2 cm, and 1 cm wide beams of 30 cm in length.
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Table 2.2 Neurological Severity Screen Tests
Neurological Tests (in the order of performance)
Exit from 30 cm circle within 3 minutes
Straight walk
Startle reflex
Seeking behavior
Hind limb flex
Flat beam balance for 10 seconds
Round beam balance for 10 seconds
3 cm beam walk within 3 minutes
2 cm beam walk within 3 minutes
1 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

NSS tests are scored pass (0, normal behavior) or fail (1, abnormal behavior). The
overall score is a sum of each test resulting in a score of 0 (normal) to 10 (high severity of injury).
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three minutes, 2) ability to walk straight, 3) presence of acoustic startle (freezing
or flinching in response to a sudden loud clap), and 4) spontaneous investigation
of environment (seeking behavior). The mouse was then picked up by the tail
and the reflexive hind limb flex was scored. The more difficult function tasks followed. Mice were placed on flat and round beams (0.5 cm width or diameter)
and scored on their ability to perch on the beams (all four feet touching the
beam) for at least 10 seconds (Figure 2.3.B). Finally, mice were placed on a simple
platform with 3 cm, 2 cm, and 1 cm wide beams, each 30 cm long, and tested on
whether they were able to walk across to get to another platform (Figure 2.3.C).
Each test is scored pass-fail: failing receives a score of 1, succeding a score of 0.
For each mouse, scores for all 10 tests are summed to produce an overall score;
normal mice receive an overall score of 0 and the most severely injured mice receive an overall score of 10. All injured mice underwent NSS two hours postinjury.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS BY CHAPTER
Chapter 3: Intact DBS of the Hippocampus
!

Mice were implanted in the hippocampus (n=19) and the central thalamus

(n=3) as a control and then stimulated for 10 minutes every 3 hours only during
the dark up to 12 times over the course of 3 days and were challenged with at
least two of three temporal patterns (Fixed - FF, Nonlinear1 - NL1, Nonlinear2 -
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Figure 2.4 Diagram of basic data collection set up. All chapters utilize stimulus
generator to deliver DBS and home cage activity monitor to monitor motor activity. Work described in Chapters 3 and 4 utilized the subcutaneous transmitter
and receiver located under the cage to record single channel electroencephalogram (EEG). Work described in Chapter 6 utilized the olfactant delivery system
which operates a compressed air valve to present the mouse with an odorant.
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NL2). To account for possible order effects, DBS temporal patterns were counterbalanced for order in each mouse and between mice as much as possible. More
specifically, for four epochs of stimulation in one day, an example of the order of
stimulation a mouse would see is as follows: FF, NL1, NL1, FF. And for every
mouse that started a given day with FF stimulation, another mouse started the
day with NL1 stimulation.
!

Figure 2.4 shows a comprehensive diagram of the data collection setup

used. Prior to the start of data collection, mice were plugged into the stimulus
generator (Multichannel Systems). EEG was measured and collected by the DSI
telemetry system, and home cage activity data were collected by a 3D infrared
monitor (Accuscan Instruments). The three behavioral measures observed included whole body activity (“Activity Counts” or “Counts”), collected by the DSI
transmitter and representing changes in field strength between the transmitter
and receiver as the mouse moves; fidgeting movements (“Horizontal Activity” or
“Hactv”), collected by the home cage Accuscan system and representing the
number of infrared beams broken in the horizontal plane; and ambulation (“Total
Distance” or “Totdist”), collected by the home cage Accuscan system and representing non-repeating beam breaks in the horizontal plane. These data measures
were recorded as the sum of activity for 10 minutes prior to stimulation, 10 minutes during stimulation, and 10 minutes after stimulation. In addition, EEG spec-
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tra were estimated for minute long recordings, 10 minutes before and 10 minutes
after stimulation, using MATLAB’s multitaper method, and spectral power was
integrated from the following frequency bins: delta (0.5 - 4 hz), theta (4.5 - 8 hz),
alpha (8.5 - 12 hz), beta (12.5 - 20 hz), and gamma (35 - 45 hz). These EEG waves
were then reported as relative power, i.e., the percent of power in each bin to the
sum of the power in all five bins. Relative power of these frequency bins was not
calculated during stimulation to avoid the confounding effects of stimulation artifacts. All data were normalized and recorded as the percent of measurements
before stimulation.
!

To guarantee that our main conclusion did not depend on the exact nature

of the statistics used, both standard parametric statistics as well as nonparametric statistics were performed. To test for DBS and temporal pattern effects, two-way ANOVA and, to confirm, non-parametric Friedman analyses were
performed. For more detailed post-hoc analysis, t-tests with Bonferroni corrections and, to confirm, non-parametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed ranks tests
were used. All inferences of significance utilized a minimum requirement of
p<0.05. In addition to the statistics reported in Chapter 3, data were also systematically compared with respect to pulse amplitude, and this comparison yielded
no significant results that might have influenced the results.
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Chapter 4: Intact DBS of the Central Thalamus
Parametric Experiment
!

In this experiment, mice (n=10) were stimulated for 10 minutes for a

maximum of 24 stimulations over the course of three days. To space stimulations
evenly over the course of the study, stimulation epochs occurred every three
hours. Three amplitudes (75, 100, and 125 μA) and four frequencies (50, 125, 175,
and 225 hz) were tested. While amplitude was increased systematically over the
three days in all mice, frequency was counterbalanced for order.
Temporal Pattern Experiment
!

Based on the motor activity data from the parametric experiment, the pa-

rameters of 125 hz and 100 μA were chosen for this temporal pattern experiment.
In addition to our optimized fixed frequency pattern, two temporal patterns were
chosen: Random and Chaotic. Mice (n=16) were stimulated for 10 minutes for a
total of six stimulations over the course of one day. To space stimulations evenly
over the course of that day, stimulation epochs occurred every four hours. Each
mouse was challenged with all three temporal patterns, counterbalanced for order.
Data Collection and Statistical Analyses
!

Figure 2.4 shows a comprehensive diagram of the data collection setup

used. During the course of each study, one channel EEG and three behavioral
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data measures were collected. Two data collection systems were utilized; a 3D
infrared beam home cage activity monitor (Accuscan Instruments) was used to
collect motor activity data, and an implantable transmitter telemetry system
(Data Sciences International or DSI) was used to collect EEG as well as motor activity data. The three behavioral measures observed included: 1) counts, 2) horizontal activity, and 3) total distance. EEG, collected by the DSI system, was divided into minute long epochs and its power spectra were estimated using the
multitaper method. EEG waves were integrated over the following frequency
bins: delta (0.5-4 hz), theta (4.5-8 hz), alpha (8.5-12 hz), beta (12.5-20 hz), and
gamma (35-45 hz). EEG data are reported as the relative power of each frequency
bin to the summed power in all five frequency bins. Data were reported for 10
minutes before, 10 minutes during (only for behavioral measures), and 10 minutes after each stimulation. Data collected during and after stimulation were
normalized to data collected directly before stimulation. Because motor activity
and EEG inherently change over the course of the light dark cycle, analyses were
restricted to the half hour surrounding stimulation to avoid the intrinsic fluctuations of the outcome measures.
!

For statistical evaluation, each data measure was analyzed by multiple

factor ANOVA and post-hoc two-tailed t-tests with Bonferroni corrections for
multiple comparisons. Multiple factor ANOVA is a common method for deter-
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mining the relative effects of multiple independent variables as well as their interactions on a single outcome measure. The factors included in our analyses
were stimulation, stimulation parameters (amplitude and frequency in the Parametric experiment, temporal pattern in the Temporal pattern experiment), phase
of the light/dark cycle, as well as any interactions between these factors. Since no
significant interactions were found, these analyses were not included in the following for discussion. Despite obvious strong differences where the standard error of the means did not overlap, several post-hoc comparisons were not significant with Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. Even though these Bonferroni corrections
were very conservative, we included them during our interpretation of the results.
!

Extensive analyses of data from both experiments were done to determine

if any sex differences in response to stimulation exist. All differences found were
small and inconsistent across data measures and between the two data sets;
therefore, data presented in Chapter 4 are pooled from males and females.
Chapter 5: Multiple TBI and DBS
!

For injury experiments, mice were placed into a 3D home cage monitor

(Accuscan Instruments) one week prior to injury, and home cage motor activity
data were collected from this point until the end of the experiments. To determine rate of recovery, one set of mice (n=12) were left alone and observed 14
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days post-injury. A second set of mice (n=14) were implanted bilaterally in the
central thalamus two days post-injury and allowed to recover from surgery for
an additional 4-6 days. After recovery, these mice were stimulated for 10 minutes
every 4 hours over the course of one day.
!

Figure 2.4 shows a comprehensive diagram of the data collection setup

used. During each study, two behavioral measures were collected: horizontal activity and total distance. To determine motor activity deficits, daily activity (sum
over 24 hours) was calculated, normalized to average baseline activity, grouped
by baseline, post-injury, or post-surgery (only stimulated mice), and averaged
across mice. To determine any effects on circadian behavior, activity was
summed over 12 hours, normalized to average total daily baseline activity,
grouped by baseline, post-injury, or post-surgery (only stimulated mice), and averaged across mice. For analyses on the effects of stimulation, activity data directly surrounding the stimulation (10 minutes before, 10 minutes during, and 10
minutes after stimulation) were analyzed.
!

Both parametric and non-parametric statistical tests were used to avoid

the bias inherent in the assumptions of parametric tests. Multiple factor ANOVA
was used in addition to Friedman and Kruskal Wallis tests to analyze the effects
of injury and surgery on daily motor activity as well as the effects of CT/DBS,
light phase, and temporal pattern of stimulation on motor activity in the small
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time frame analyzed. Post-hoc analyses were done using t-tests, Wilcoxon
matched-pair signed ranks test, and Mann Whitney U tests as appropriate. As
always, only p-values of 0.05 or less were considered significant.
Chapter 6: Sensory Responsiveness
Simultaneous Stimulus Delivery
!

During the first of two olfactory responsiveness experiments, intact (n=8)

and multiple TBI (n=7) mice were placed in isolation boxes to reduce exposure to
unintended external stimuli. During the experiment, mice were exposed to three
experimental conditions: 1) a 10 second air puff containing benzaldehyde, an
odorant that is known to strongly stimulate mitral cell activity in the olfactory
bulb without a trigeminal component and smells like almonds, 2) a 10 second
DBS epoch of 125 hz (fixed frequency) and 150 μA, and 3) 10 seconds of simultaneous olfactant air puff and DBS. The stimulus delivery system (Habitest system
by Coulbourn Instruments) was programmed to wait for a 1 minute epoch of
quiesence from the mouse and then to randomly deliver one of the three experimental conditions. A wait of random length between 60-120 minutes was programmed to occur between each stimulation. Data collection was automatically
stopped after 20 trials of each experimental condition. Figure 2.4 shows a comprehensive diagram of the data collection setup used.
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Olfactory Stimulation Delayed after DBS
!

In the second olfactory responsiveness experiment, intact mice (n=7) were

placed in isolation boxes to reduce exposure to unintended external stimuli. During the experiment, mice were exposed to an olfactory stimulus delayed after
DBS. The stimulus delivery system was programmed to wait for a 1 minute epoch of quiescence from the mouse and then to randomly deliver 10 seconds of
DBS (fixed frequency, 125 hz, 150 μA) or no stimulus. One minute later, an olfactory stimulus (benzaldehyde) was programmed to be delivered. A wait of random length between 60-120 minutes occurred between each experimental set.
Data collection was automatically stopped after 20 trials of each experimental
condition.
Statistical Analyses
!

Data collected by the stimulus delivery system characterized the status of

the mouse as active or inactive. Raster plots of activity were generated for the
time surrounding each experimental trial, and activity was averaged across trials
for each experimental condition. Control data were collected by finding 1 minute
epochs of inactivity during times in which no stimuluation occurred. Control
data were averaged by randomly selecting 20 trials, averaging, and repeating this
random selection 100 times to generate an average activity surrounding a 1 minute wait period. Averaged activity of all experimental conditons and control were
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integrated over 10 seconds to smooth data before statistical analysis. These
analyses included both parametric ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests as well as appropriate non-parametric tests (Friedman, Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-ranks,
and Mann Whitney U tests). As always, a p-value of 0.05 or less was considered
statistically significant for all tests.

BRAIN TISSUE PROCESSING
!

At the end of all behavioral studies, mice were euthanized following deep

anesthesia, and their brains were dissected and freshly frozen. Fresh frozen brain
tissue was sliced on a cryostat at 30 μm. To histologically confirm electrode
placement, brain tissue slices from all stimulated mice were processed using an
aceytlcholinesterase stain. All stimulated mice included in statistcal analyses
were confirmed to have, at minimum, a unilateral hit in the brain region specified.
!
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Chapter 3: Intact DBS in the Hippocampus
BEHAVIOR
!

Electrical Stimulation both in the hippocampus and the medial thalamus

increased arousal-related motor activity as measured by fidgeting movements
(“Horizontal Activity”), ambulation (“Total Distance”), and an independent
measure of whole body movement (“Activity Counts”). However, the measured
activity increases specifically depended on the temporal pattern within the pulse
train of stimulation delivered to both structures, with different temporal patterns
of pulses increasing activity during stimulation of hippocampus or medial
thalamus. Moreover, specific temporal patterns of pulses showed differentiable
patterns of effects across measured behavioral variables.
Hippocampal DBS
!

The temporal pattern of electrical pulses affected the magnitude of the be-

havioral result in several ways. With respect to activity counts, two-way ANOVA
confirmed an effect of DBS (F2,833 = 16.96, p<0.001) and that responses to temporal
pattern were significantly different (F2,833 = 9.56, p<0.001); see Figure 3.1.A. DBS
also increased horizontal activity (F2,323 = 24.23, p<0.001) as well as total distance
(F2,316 = 14.43, p<0.001). Temporal pattern of stimulation also significantly affected horizontal activity response (F2,323 = 5.59, p<0.01); see Figure 3.1.B.
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Figure 3.1 Hippocampal DBS: Behavior. Behavioral response to hippocampal
DBS. Behavioral measures shown are: activity counts, “Counts” (A), horizontal
activity, “Hactv” (B), and total distance, “Totdist” (C). Panels include 10 minutes
of data during and 10 minutes of data after CT/DBS, all normalized to before
stimulation. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *p<0.05 compared to before; #
p<0.05 compared to FF and NL2.

!

In general all three temporal patterns increased behavioral response to

hippocampal DBS in all three behavioral measurements. As seen in Figure 3.1.A,
FF (during: t128 = 5.39, p<0.001; after: t132 = 4.68, p<0.001), NL1 (during: t49 = 5.97,
p<0.001; after: t51 = 5.32, p<0.001), and NL2 (during: t77 = 2.99, p<0.01; after: t80 =
3.79, p<0.001) increased activity counts during and after stimulation compared to
before stimulation. Horizontal activity response to stimulation increased during
and after FF stimulation (during: t55 = 5.61, p<0.001; after: t55 = 4.03, p<0.001),
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during and after NL1 stimulation (during: t26 = 3.43, p<0.01; after: t27 = 2.22,
p<0.05), and during and after NL2 stimulation (during: t25 = 3.43, p<0.01; after: t27
= 2.01, p<0.05); see Figure 3.1.B. As seen in Figure 3.1.C, total distance response
to stimulation was also increased during and after FF stimulation (during: t50 =
3.20, p<0.01; after: t54 = 2.62, p<0.05), during and after NL1 stimulation (during:
t23 = 3.80, p<0.001; after: t26 = 2.36, p<0.05), and during and after NL2 stimulation
(during: t26 = 2.75, p<0.05; after: t27 = 2.37, p<0.05). It is clear that all three temporal patterns of stimulation in the hippocampus increased arousal-related motor
activity in all three of the observed behavioral measures.
!

The magnitude of increase in behavior during and after stimulation de-

pended on the temporal pattern of stimulation. While generally NL1 hippocampal stimulation increased behavior better than either FF or NL2 stimulation, only
in one behavioral measure were these differences statistically significant. With
regard to whole body movement (see Figure 3.1.A), NL1 stimulation increased
activity counts during DBS greater than either FF (t65 = -3.59, p<0.01) or NL2
stimulation (t75 = 3.96, p<0.01). In short, temporal pattern of hippocampal stimulation affected the resulting behavioral increase; NL1 stimulation of the hippocampus increased arousal-related activity more than either other pattern.
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Figure 3.2 Hippocampal DBS: behavior at high temporal resolution of one illustrative mouse. Motor activity behavior of one mouse at 3 temporal patterns of
hippocampal DBS: A. Fixed Frequency (FF), B. Nonlinear1 (NL1), and C. Nonlinear2 (NL2). Activity counts ('counts') shown at 1 sample every 10 seconds,
Horizontal activity ('Hactv') and Total distance ('Totdist') shown at 1 sample
every 1 second. Grey boxes mark epochs of stimulation.
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Behavioral Description of One Illustrative Mouse
!

In addition to quantitative behavioral measurement, infrared cameras

were used to videotape behavior of some mice during the course of the study for
qualitative behavioral measurement. An ethological description of the behavior
of one exemplary mouse is recorded here with its corresponding quantitative
measurement shown in Figure 3.2.
!

In the ten minutes before FF hippocampal stimulation, the mouse sat in

one corner of her cage, occasionally moving her head or scratching her ear, but
spending most of the time sitting still. During FF stimulation, she continued to sit
in one corner and did not move from this spot, but did spend slightly more time
moving her head or scratching than before stimulation. After FF stimulation, she
sat in her corner and moved only occasionally for the first six minutes. After that,
she moved from her spot and walked along the edges of the cage; see Figure
3.2.A for quantitative measures of this stimulation.
!

Before NL1 stimulation, the mouse was sitting in the corner eating and oc-

casionally drinking. She groomed occasionally, reared once, and pivoted in a circle in her corner once. During NL1 stimulation, the mouse walked quickly
around the edges of her cage several times, stopping at the corners and the water
spout to drink. After NL1 stimulation, the mouse again sat in one corner, but occasionally ventured to other corners as well as to the water spout. She did not
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walk as much as during stimulation, but continued to move, drink, and eat while
sitting; see Figure 3.2.B for quantitative measures of this stimulation.
!

Before NL2 stimulation, the mouse sat in one corner of the cage, moved

her head often, took one to two steps away from her corner and returning, and
pivoted in a circle 1-2 times. During NL2 stimulation, the mouse continued to sit
in her corner and move, but did not walk around. She pivoted in a circle and
moved her head to eat, but she did not walk away from her corner. After NL2
stimulation, she sat in her corner eating, and once walked only as far as the water
spout before returning to the corner; see Figure 3.2.C for quantitative measures
of this stimulation. As seen in Figure 3.2 and from the above description, this
mouse’s behavioral activity dramatically increased during NL1 stimulation, but
not during FF or NL2 stimulation.
Medial Thalamic DBS
!

Similar to hippocampal stimulation, medial thalamic stimulation in-

creased behavioral activity in all three measures of behavior. An effect of stimulation was seen in activity counts (F2,127 = 7.39, p<0.001), horizontal activity (F2,129 =
10.65, p<0.001) and total distance (F2,124 = 7.06, p<0.01) using two-way ANOVA.
The magnitude of increase in each behavioral measurement was also found to be
significantly different depending on the pattern of stimulation. Activity count response was significant with respect to temporal pattern (F2.127 = 4.39, p<0.05) as
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was horizontal activity response (F2,129 = 5.41, p<0.01) and total distance response
(F2,124 = 5.31, p<0.01; see Figure 3.3).

Figure 3.3 Medial Thalamic DBS: Behavior. Behavioral response to medial thalamic DBS. Behavioral measures shown are: activity counts, “Counts” (A), horizontal activity, “Hactv” (B), and total distance, “Totdist” (C). Panels include 10
minutes of data during and 10 minutes of data after CT/DBS, all normalized to
before stimulation. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *p<0.05 compared to before; ^ p<0.05 compared to NL1.

!

With all three types of stimulation, most behavioral measures were in-

creased during and after stimulation. All temporal patterns of stimulation increased activity counts during stimulation (FF: t19 = 2.78, p<0.05; NL1: t11 = 2.41,
p<0.01; NL2: t10 = 3.06, p<0.05) as well as trended or significantly increased activity after stimulation (FF: t20 = 3.59, p<0.01; NL1: t11 = 2.20, p = 0.0505; NL2: t11 =
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2.20, p = 0.0503; see Figure 3.3.A). With regard to horizontal activity, all temporal
patterns of stimulation increased activity during stimulation (FF: t19 = 3.92,
p<0.01; NL1: t11 = 2.41, p<0.05; NL2: t9 = 2.74, p<0.05), and FF (t23 = 4.61, p<0.01)
and NL2 (t11 = 2.51, p<0.05) stimulation increased activity after stimulation (see
Figure 3.3.B). Finally in total distance, FF (t19 = 3.41, p<0.01) and NL1 (t11 = 3.36,
p<0.01) stimulation increased activity during stimulation while FF (t21 = 2.82,
p<0.05) and NL2 (t11 = 2.49, p<0.05) stimulation increased activity after stimulation (see Figure 3.3.C). Despite not every behavioral measure increasing during
and after every temporal pattern of stimulation, in general medial thalamic
stimulation also increased arousal-related motor activity.
!

Unlike hippocampal stimulation, where NL1 stimulation elicited the larg-

est behavioral responses, NL1 stimulation of the medial thalamus generated the
smallest behavioral response increases during and after stimulation in all three
behavioral measures. As seen in Figure 3.3.A, activity count response to NL1
stimulation was less than FF after stimulation (t22 = 3.06, p<0.05). NL1 stimulation increased horizontal activity less than FF after stimulation (t30 = 3.72, p<0.01;
see Figure 3.3.B). Regarding Total distance in Figure 3.3.C, NL1 increased behavioral response less than FF during (t19 = 3.22, p<0.05) and after (t21 = 2.71, p<0.05)
stimulation. While temporal pattern of medial thalamic stimulation also affects
resulting behavioral response, the specific response of medial thalamic stimula-
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tion to different temporal patterns is not the same as hippocampal stimulation.
Interestingly, with DBS in medial thalamus, FF gave larger increases in arousalrelated behavior than NL1.

EEG
!

In addition to behavioral effects, electrical stimulation altered the relative

power of wave forms in specific frequency bins of the electroencephalogram
(EEG) with both hippocampal stimulation and medial thalamic stimulation.
While stimulation of both brain regions elicited EEG changes, the specific responses to the different patterns of stimulation were different for each brain region.
Hippocampal DBS
!

EEG spectral content was altered with hippocampal stimulation in gen-

eral, but showed few differences among temporal patterns of stimulation. By
two-way ANOVA, two of five frequency bins showed significant relative power
differences after stimulation, and only one frequency bin showed any differences
between temporal patterns used. Theta waves, on average, decreased after stimulation (F1,546 = 5.91, p<0.05), and a significant interaction effect was found between stimulation and temporal pattern (F2,546 = 4.50, p<0.01; see Figure 3.4.B). Beta
waves also decreased after stimulation (F1,559 = 7.47, p<0.01, see Figure 3.4.D).
Looking more closely, theta waves were decreased after NL1 (t46 = -2.14, p<0.05)
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and NL2 (t72 = -3.06, p<0.01) stimulation compared to before (see Figure 3.4.B),
and beta waves were decreased after NL1 (t50 = -2.21, p<0.05) and NL2 (t76 =
-3.05, p<0.01) stimulation compared to before (see Figure 3.4.D). Additionally,
NL2 stimulation significantly decreased theta waves more than FF stimulation
(t140 = 3.08, p<0.01), but no other differences between temporal patterns were
found to be significant (see Figure 3.4.B).

Figure 3.4 Hippocampal DBS: EEG. EEG response to hippocampal DBS. EEG
waves are defined by the following frequency bins: delta (0.5-4 hz), theta (4.5-8
hz), alpha (8.5-12 hz), beta (12.5-20 hz), and gamma (35-45 hz). Panels include 10
minutes of data after CT/DBS, normalized to before stimulation. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *p<0.05 compared to before; °p<0.05 compared to FF.
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Medial Thalamic DBS
!

Paralleling hippocampal stimulation, medial thalamic stimulation led to a

change in relative power of frequency bands of the EEG with only a few differences between different temporal patterns of stimulation. Three of five frequency
bins showed a significant effect of stimulation by two-way ANOVA. Delta waves
increased after stimulation (F1,81 = 13.67, p<0.001; see Figure 3.5.A). On average,
theta (F1,84 = 19.77, p<0.001; see Figure 3.5.B) and beta (F1,83 = 10.76, p<0.01; see
Figure 3.5.D) waves decreased after stimulation. Only one frequency bin showed
a significant effect of pattern: gamma (F2,85 = 4.73, p<0.05; see Figure 3.5.E).
!

Upon more detailed post-hoc analysis, FF stimulation generated the great-

est effect on the EEG. In delta waves, FF stimulation, unlike NL1 and NL2 stimulation, increased relative power compared to before stimulation (t19 = 3.44,
p<0.01; see Figure 3.5.A). With regard to theta waves, both FF (t20 = -3.65, p<0.01)
and NL1 (t9 = -3.10, p<0.05) stimulation decreased relative power (see Figure
3.5.B). In beta waves, only FF stimulation significantly decreased relative power
(t22 = -3.89, p<0.001; see Figure 3.5.D). Finally in gamma waves, not only is FF
stimulation the only temporal pattern to significantly increase relative power
compared to before (t20 = 3.07, p<0.01), FF stimulation increases gamma power
significantly more than NL1 stimulation (t30 = 3.42, p<0.001; see Figure 3.5.E).
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There were no other significant differences between different temporal patterns
of stimulation.

Figure 3.5 Medial Thalamic DBS: EEG. EEG response to medial thalamic DBS.
EEG waves are defined by the following frequency bins: delta (0.5-4 hz), theta
(4.5-8 hz), alpha (8.5-12 hz), beta (12.5-20 hz), and gamma (35-45 hz). Panels include 10 minutes of data after CT/DBS, normalized to before stimulation. Data
are presented as mean ± s.e.m. *p<0.05 compared to before; ^ p<0.05 compared to
NL1.
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DISCUSSION
Findings
Behavior
!

In this chapter, we conclude that temporal patterning of pulses in DBS af-

fects arousal-related motor behavior. With stimulation in two different brain regions, increases in motor activity during and after stimulation were modulated
by the temporal pattern of stimulation. In the hippocampus, NL1 stimulation increased arousal-related behavior more than either FF or NL2. In the medial
thalamus, stimulation with either FF or NL2 produced significantly more activity
increases than NL1. We see that not only does temporal pattern make a difference, but also that the response to temporal pattern is different in each DBS target. This difference between brain regions likely depends on the physiology of
the target of stimulation and its function within the particular neuronal circuit of
interest.
EEG
!

EEG spectral response to temporal pattern of DBS was surprising. While

there was little evidence of a difference in response to temporal pattern, we
found a general effect of DBS. Most interestingly, we found a consistent increase
in delta power after DBS. In conjunction with the increases seen in behavioral activity, this seemed paradoxical. Why should an EEG wave associated with sleep
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increase in power at the same time as an increase in behavioral activity? There
might be many possibilities to explain such a phenomenon; below we propose
three.
!

One possibility to explain this surprising increase in delta power is that it

has some relation to the phenomenon of “alpha-delta arousals,” usually seen in
human brains as intrusions into Non-Rapid Eye Movement sleep (Kryger, Roth,
& Dement, 2000). Recordings of EEG during sleep also reveal brief arousals that
include large amplitude low frequency waves in a pattern often called “Kcomplexes.” Whether or not our unpredicted finding can be explained by those
observations in human brain remains an open question. Secondly, another possibility is that our unexpected delta effect is a rebound phenomenon. In order to
test that idea, stimulating using epochs of varying lengths would be required to
find out whether very short trains could arouse the mouse without the hypothetical rebound in the EEG. Finally, from a mechanistic point of view, there is the
possibility that our increased delta power reflect apical dendritic potentials of the
pyramidal cells and other subthreshold events that we measure as low frequency
summated potentials (Doi et al., 2007), recruited by DBS. Which of these or other
interpretations of our surprising EEG result are actually correct remain to be determined.
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Literature
!

When these data were published, they comprised the first example of

temporally-patterned DBS that increased its effectiveness. Prior to this, Birdno et
al. (2008) published a report stating that irregularly-patterned DBS in tremor patients decreased effectiveness. Since then, several papers have explored the usefulness of temporally-patterned DBS in both clinical and pre-clinical contexts;
here, three are mentioned. Cota and colleagues (2009) compared standard and
patterned stimulation in a rat model of epilepsy. They found that patterned DBS
differentially modulated seizure behavior; specifically, a randomized temporal
pattern of stimulation increased the dosage necessary to produce seizure behavior compared to conventional DBS, i.e., the randomized temporal pattern was the
more effective anticonvulsant. Alternatively, So and colleagues (2011), found that
irregularly-patterned DBS reduced effectiveness of stimulation in a rat model of
Parkinson’s disease; pathological circling behavior was maximally reduced with
standard high frequency DBS compared to standard low frequency or irregular
high frequency DBS. Baker and colleagues (2011), also investigated temporal pattern of DBS in an animal model of Parkinson’s disease. In a non-human hemiparkisonian model, standard, irregular, bursting, and oscillating temporal patterns were tested. In these experiments, standard, irregular, and bursting DBS
improved performance in a reach and retrieval task equally, and oscillating DBS
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was less effective at improving performance. Importantly, while the bursting DBS
was equally as effective as standard DBS at improving performance, it also reduced the current necessary to produce improvement. Finally, Birdno and colleagues (2011) published another more detailed study into the effects of
temporally-patterned DBS on clinical tremor suppression: only those temporal
patterns with long pauses reduced effectiveness in tremor suppression. Together,
the data presented above and the articles mentioned here stress the importance
of exploring temporal pattern of stimulation. Even if the only benefit is to reduce
current necessary to produce clinical effectiveness, it is important to examine the
affect of different temporal patterns of DBS and how they impact desired outcomes.
Caveats
!

The magnitude of the effect of temporal patterning of DBS was not always

the same. Three considerations can be brought to bear, for explaining this variability. First, from comparisons among data sets, we suspect that the background
level of excitability of the mouse may differentially affect arousal responses to
different temporal patterns. Second, in some of the data, greater behavioral effects NL1 occurred during the 10 minutes immediately after DBS, whereas in
other experiments, the NL1 effect was maximal (compared to FF) during DBS.
Third, since these experimental subjects were female mice, it is important to note
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that the largest difference between NL1 and FF results were obtained in ovariectomized mice as estrogens are know to affect arousal level (Riberio, Pfaff, & Devidze, 2009). This may be because of the consideration raised above, namely, the
importance of the background level of excitability of the test mice influence the
magnitude of the NL1 effect. In addition to response variability, we also note that
all of the observations we report here were made during the dark part of the
daily light cycle, and thus that observations following DBS during the light part
of the cycle might differ.
Outlook
!

While our data show that temporal patterning can be used to modulate

CNS arousal in response to DBS, the dynamics of that patterning, as it affects behavioral response, have not yet been comprehensively explored. One consideration for future studies will be approaches based on randomness. This would require special consideration since some random generators are not truly random
and are themselves nonlinear dynamic equations. In contrast, a full exploration
of pure randomness in this experimental setting will require constructing new
families of pulse trains based either on the mathematics of Poisson processes, in
which timings of individual pulses are determined in a manner independent of
one another (Snyder & Miller, 1991), or on the mathematics of random sequences,
their randomness proven by the inability to compress them into shorter repeating
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sequences (Martin-Löf, 1966). In addition, besides the logistic equation, there are
several other equations that generate deterministic chaos (Cohen, 1995), and they
might be explored as well. Finally, it must also be recognized that our two nonlinear temporal patterns were generated from the same equation, but resulted in
different behavioral and EEG responses. Understanding exactly how these dynamics influence the CNS arousal system will be essential to finding the optimal
temporal pattern for maximizing behavioral arousal responses.
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Chapter 4: Intact DBS in the Central Thalamus
PARAMETRIC EXPERIMENT
!

In addition to looking for differences caused by the stimulation itself, we

investigated differences caused by amplitude of stimulation, frequency of stimulation, and light phase during which stimulation occurred. All mice included in
these analyses were confirmed with at least unilateral placement in the central
thalamus (Figure 4.1.B-D).
Behavior
!

First and foremost, we found an effect of central thalamus DBS (CT/DBS)

in all three behavioral measures (Counts: F2,100 = 14.23, p<0.001; Hactv: F2,902 =
32.33, p<0.001; Totdist: F2,914 = 5.66, p<0.01; see Figure 4.2). CT/DBS increased
motor activity, decreased theta waves in the EEG, and increased alpha, beta, and
gamma waves in the EEG. These data replicate our finding that CT/DBS increases generalized arousal.
Amplitude effects
!

ANOVA analyses also revealed an effect of amplitude, when all other fac-

tors are held constant, in all three behavioral measures (Counts: F2,1000 = 15.68,
p<0.001; Hactv: F2,902 = 7.83, p<0.001; Totdist: F2,914 = 5.13, p<0.01; see Figure 4.2).
Comparing individual amplitudes, 125 μA stimulation increased activity counts
greater than either 75 μA (during: t197 = -3.06, p<0.01; after: t200 = -3.15, p<0.01) or
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Figure 4.1 Histology: Diagram of electrode placements in coronal section. A. Coronal figure at bregma - 1.70 mm of whole mouse brain and close up of the
thalamus. Electrode placements indicated by black dots. To be included in analysis, mice must have at least one hit within the central thalamus. Parametric experiment mice: close up on just the thalamus at B. bregma - 1.70 mm, C. bregma 1.94 mm, and D. bregma -2.06 mm. Temporal Pattern experiment mice: close up
on just the thalamus at E. bregma - 1.70 mm, F. bregma - 1.94 mm, and G. bregma
-2.06 mm. Abbreviations for thalamic nuclei include CL (central lateral thalamic
nucleus), PC (paracentral thalamic nucleus), CM (central medial thalamic nucleus), MD (mediodorsal thalamic nucleus), PF (parafascicular thalamic nucleus).
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Figure 4.2 Parametric Experiment: Behavior. Behavioral response to amplitude
(A. B. and C.), frequency (D. E. and F.), and light phase (G. H. and I.) of CT/DBS.
Three behavioral measures are shown: activity counts (whole body movement),
horizontal activity (fidgeting), and total distance (ambulation). Panels include 10
minutes of data during and 10 minutes of data after CT/DBS, all normalized to
before stimulation. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. * p<0.05 compared to before, ° p<0.05 compared to 75 μA, ^ p<0.05 compared to 100 μA, # p<0.05 compared to dark phase.
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100 μA (during: t202 = -2.72, p<0.05; after: t202 = -3.03, p<0.01) during and after
stimulation (see Figure 4.2.A). Looking at horizontal activity, 75 μA stimulation
increased motor activity less than 100 μA (t178 = -2.76, p<0.05) or 125 μA (t175 =
-2.90, p<0.05) during stimulation (see Figure 4.2.B). Confirming an effect of
stimulation, all amplitudes increased all three behavioral measures during and
after stimulation compared to before.
Frequency effects
!

Investigation of the frequency of stimulation led to the determination

there was a significant effect of frequency in two of behavioral measures (Hactv:
F3,902 = 3.70, p<0.05; Totdist: F3,914 = 5.98, p<0.001; see Figures 4.2.E-F). Despite
this overall effect of frequency, none of the Bonferroni-corrected t-tests showed
significant differences between individual frequencies. Comparing response during and after stimulation to before, 125 hz stimulation increased motor activity in
activity counts during (t196 = -4.00, p<0.001) and after (t196 = -3.50, p<0.01; see
Figure 4.2.D) stimulation, horizontal activity during (t184 = -4.12, p<0.001) and
after (t184 = -4.72, p<0.001; see Figure 4.2.E) stimulation, and total distance during
(t187 = -2.66, p<0.05; see Figure 4.2.F) stimulation. High temporal resolution raw
behavioral data for all four frequencies in one illustrative mouse can be found in
Figure 4.3.
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Daily light phase effects
!

In addition to the various parameters of stimulation manipulated above,

we found that the light phase during which stimulation occurred had an effect,
holding all other factors constant, on response to DBS in two behavioral measures (Hactv: F1,902 = 14.03, p<0.001; Totdist: F1,914 = 16.07, p<0.001; see Figures
4.2.H-I). Motor activity increased with light phase stimulation more than dark
phase stimulation in horizontal activity during stimulation (t257 = 2.82, p<0.01;
see Figure 4.2.H) and total distance during (t263 = 2.49, p<0.01) and after stimulation (t264 = 2.20, p<0.05; see Figure 4.2.I).
EEG
!

By ANOVA, we found an effect of CT/DBS in three of five EEG wave s

(Alpha: F1,780 = 18.55, p<0.001; Beta: F1,793 = 14.44, p<0.001; and Gamma: F1,775 =
28.32, p<0.001, see Figure 4.4). In addition to increasing motor activity seen
above, CT/DBS decreased alpha and beta waves and increased gamma waves in
the EEG. While the decrease in alpha and beta waves was not expected, the increase in gamma waves is concurrent with our previous finding that CT/DBS increases generalized arousal.
Amplitude effects
!

In the ANOVA analyses of EEG waves, an effect of amplitude, holding all

other factors constant, was found in one of five EEG waves (Beta: F2,793 = 6.07,
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Figure 4.3. Parametric Experiment: behavior at high temporal resolution of one
illustrative mouse. Motor activity behavior of one mouse at 4 frequencies of
stimulation, 100 μA, in the light phase. A. 50 hz, B. 125 hz, C. 175 hz, D. 225 hz.
Activity counts ('Counts') shown at 1 sample every 10 seconds, Horizontal activity ('Hactv') and Total distance ('Totdist') shown at 1 sample every 1 second. Grey
boxes mark epochs of stimulation.
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Figure 4.4 Parametric Experiment: EEG. EEG response to amplitude (A. B. C. D.
and E.), frequency (F. G. H. I. and J.), and light phase (K. L. M. N. and P.) of CT/
DBS. EEG waves are defined by the following frequency bins: delta (0.5-4 hz),
theta (4.5-8 hz), alpha (8.5-12 hz), beta (12.5-20 hz), and gamma (35-45 hz). Panels include 10 minutes of data after CT/DBS, normalized to before stimulation.
Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. * p<0.05 compared to before, # p<0.05 compared to dark phase.
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p<0.01, see Figure 4.4.D). In more detail, beta waves were decreased compared
to before stimulation with two amplitudes of stimulation (100 μA: t138 = 3.51,
p<0.01; 125 μA: t124 = 3.69, p<0.01). Additionally, both 100 μA (t275 = 2.74, p<0.05)
and 125 μA (t260 = 2.78, p<0.05) were significantly different from 75 μA DBS.
These data suggest that greater current has a greater effect on the mouse. To
avoid negative side effects of injecting too much current into the brain, we decided on the conservative choice of 100 μA for future studies.
Frequency effects
!

There were no frequency effects, holding all other factors constant, in the

ANOVA analyses of the 5 EEG waves (see Figure 4.4.F-J).
Daily light phase effects
!

In ANOVA analyses of EEG waves, light phase of stimulation had a sig-

nificant effect on response to stimulation in one EEG wave band (Gamma: F1,775 =
9.492, p<0.001; see Figure 4.4.P). Gamma waves increased more with stimulation
in the light phase than in the dark phase (t333 = 2.66, p<0.01). Additionally, response of gamma waves in the light was greater compared to before DBS (t177 =
-4.41, p<0.001). These data coincided with previous observations that increases to
arousal due to stimulation are larger in the light than the dark.
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TEMPORAL PATTERN EXPERIMENT
!

In the analysis of the temporal pattern experiment, we looked for differ-

ences caused by the stimulation itself and investigated differences caused by pattern of stimulation and light phase during which stimulation occurred. All mice
included in these analyses were confirmed with at least unilateral placement in
the central thalamus (Figure 4.1.E-G).
Behavior
!

As with the Parametric data set, we found a significant effect of stimula-

tion in all three behavioral measures (Counts: F2,453 = 21.47, p<0.001; Hactv: F2,513
= 15.19, p<0.001; Totdist: F2,504 = 12.56, p<0.001; see Figure 4.5) and four of the
EEG waves (Delta: F1,271 = 8.76, p<0.01; Theta: F1,258 = 13.29, p<0.001; Beta: F1,258 =
5.57, p<0.05; Gamma: F1,261 = 8.25, p<0.01; see Figure 4.5). Again, we replicate
findings here and elsewhere that CT/DBS increases generalized arousal as measured by motor activity and EEG response.
Temporal pattern effects
!

ANOVA analyses also revealed an effect of temporal patterning, while all

other factors remain constant, in two behavioral measures (Counts: F2,453 = 8.56,
p<0.001; Hactv: F2,513 = 6.44, p<0.01; see Figures 4.5.A-B). While an overall effect
of pattern was found, only one post-hoc comparison between patterns was significant. Random stimulation increased activity counts significantly more than
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Figure 4.5 Temporal Pattern Experiment: Behavior. Behavioral response to temporal pattern (A. B. and C.) and light phase (D. E. and F.) of CT/DBS. Three behavioral measures are shown: activity counts (whole body movement), horizontal activity (fidgeting), and total distance (ambulation). Panels include 10 minutes
of data during and 10 minutes of data after CT/DBS, all normalized to before
stimulation. Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. * p<0.05 compared to before, #
p<0.05 compared to chaotic.
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Figure 4.6 Temporal Pattern Experiment: behavior at high temporal resolution of
one illustrative mouse. Motor activity behavior of one mouse at 3 temporal patterns of stimulation, 100 μA, in the light phase. A. Fixed, B. Random, and C. Chaotic. Activity counts ('Counts') shown at 1 sample every 10 seconds, Horizontal
activity ('Hactv') and Total distance ('Totdist') shown at 1 sample every 1 second.
Grey boxes mark epochs of stimulation.
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Chaotic during stimulation (t96 = 2.52, p<0.05; see Figure 4.5.A). Comparing response during and after stimulation to before, all patterns increased motor activity compared to before in activity counts during (Fixed: t103 = -3.83, p<0.001;
Random: t113 = -4.39, p<0.001; Chaotic: t105 = -2.35, p<0.01) and after stimulation
(Fixed: t104 = -3.38, p<001; Random: t114 = -4.56, p<0.001; Chaotic: t106 = -2.76,
p<0.05; see Figure 4.5.A), horizontal activity during (Fixed: t116 = -3.33, p<0.01;
Random: t121 = -2.93, p<0.05; Chaotic: t116 = -2.55, p<0.05) and after stimulation
(Fixed: t115 = -3.79, p<0.01; Random: t121 = - 3.10, p<0.01; Chaotic: t116 = -2.86,
p<0.05; see Figure 4.5.B), and total distance during (Random: t120 = -3.87,
p<0.001) and after stimulation (Fixed: t114 = -3.12, p<0.01; Random: t119 = -3.02,
p<0.01; see Figure 4.5.C). High temporal resolution raw behavioral data for all
three patterns in one illustrative mouse can be found in Figure 4.6.
EEG
!

Using ANOVA, we found a significant effect of stimulation in two of the

EEG waves (Theta: F1,261 = 9.15, p<0.01; and Gamma: F1,265 = 9.37, p<0.01; see
Figure 4.7).
Temporal pattern effects
!

In the EEG analysis, there was no overall effect of pattern in any of the

EEG waves, but in comparing responses after DBS to before, one significant difference emerged. Chaotic DBS increased gamma waves after stimulationg (t44 =
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-2.55, p<0.05; see Figure 4.7.E). Conservative Bonferroni-corrected post hoc
analyses reveal few significant differences between specific temporal patterns.
Daily light phase effects
!

An effect of daily light phase was found in two of the EEG waves (Theta:

F1,271 = 4.24, p<0.05; Alpha: F1,258 = 6.49, p<0.05; see Figure 4.7.G-H). This general
effect was confirmed by post-hoc t-tests comparing light to dark in theta waves
(t125 = -2.55, p<0.05, see Figure 4.7.G) and almost reached criterion for significance in alpha waves (t124 = -1.96, p=0.0521, see Figure 4.7.H) after stimulation. In
both theta (t62 = 4.09, p<0.001) and alpha (t60 = 2.31, p<0.05) waves, show greater
decreases compared to before stimulation during the light phase. This recapitulates our result that higher relative responses to stimulation occur during the
light phase.
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Figure 4.7 Temporal Pattern Experiment: EEG. EEG response to temporal pattern
(A. B. C. D. and E.) and light phase (F. G. H. I. and J.) of CT/DBS. EEG waves are
defined by the following frequency bins: delta (0.5-4 hz), theta (4.5-8 hz), alpha
(8.5-12 hz), beta (12.5-20 hz), and gamma (35-45 hz). Panels include 10 minutes
of data after CT/DBS, normalized to before stimulation. Data are presented as
mean ± s.e.m. * p<0.05 compared to before, # p<0.05 compared to dark phase.
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DISCUSSION
Findings
Behavior
!

Considering the behavioral results of both experiments presented above,

we conclude that generalized arousal as measured by spontaneous motor activity
can be increased by CT/DBS. This increase can be modulated by various parameters of stimulation. Amplitude of DBS increases behavioral response in an expected way; more current yields a concomitant increase in motor activity. Behavioral responses to various frequencies of DBS also differ, but in this particular circumstance the differences between the specific frequencies chosen were not significant. Light phase during which DBS occurs can also affect degree of increase
in behavior; larger increases during and after stimulation occur during the light
phase and are most likely due to the low baseline activity during the light. Most
importantly we have found that temporal pattern of stimulation affects behavioral response to CT/DBS. This effect of temporal pattern in behavioral response
to DBS replicates our previous findings (Quinkert, Schiff, & Pfaff, 2010) that temporal patterning makes a difference.
!

Our behavioral data revealed an overall effect of temporal pattern, but

only one specific significant difference in the Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc
analysis and only in the activity counts behavioral measure. In that instance,
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Random CT/DBS increased motor activity during stimulation more than Chaotic. This result is unexpected. Since it has been theorized that nonlinear dynamics play a role in controlling arousal systems (Pfaff & Banavar, 2007), we hypothesized that Chaotic CT/DBS would increase arousal more than either Fixed
or Random; instead we see that Random does better. At the moment, it is unclear
why one temporal pattern did better than another in one behavioral measure.
Given that our results ran counter to our expectations, it might be that some singular undefined characteristic of the Random temporal pattern was responsible
for the temporal pattern’s success instead of theoretical method by which it was
generated.
EEG
!

EEG responses to DBS were as expected. In both experiments, EEG waves

changed significantly with CT/DBS. Some of these changes were in a direction
consistent with an increase in arousal. Theta waves, associated with sleep and
quiet wakefulness (Niedermeyer, 2005b), decreased with CT/DBS, while gamma
waves, associated with wakefulness and higher cognitive functions such as attention (Niedermeyer, 2005a), increased with CT/DBS. Responses of delta, alpha,
and beta waves, on the other hand, are confusing under the assumption that CT/
DBS increases generalized arousal. Degree of response to DBS was modulated by
amplitude of stimulation and temporal pattern of stimulation, but these changes
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were small and often not significant. Differences between response to various
frequencies of stimulation were negligable. EEG response to DBS during the two
phases of the light cycle were also different; changes after DBS were larger in the
light phase than in the dark. We assume these larger responses during the light
phase are due to the nocturnal nature of mice; since mice are often quiescent during the light phase, they respond more dramatically to an arousing stimulus
then.
Literature
!

Due to the novelty of this work, there is only a handful of articles, report-

ing work done in varying contexts, to compare our results to. CT/DBS has been
investigated in intact rats (Shirvalkar, Seth, Schiff, & Herrera, 2006), brain injured
rats (Mair & Hembrook, 2008), macaque monkeys (Smith et al., 2009), mice
(Quinkert, Schiff, & Pfaff, 2010), and one human case study (Schiff et al., 2007).
Concurrent with what we observe here, CT/DBS increased motor activity or enhanced performance on a cognitive task in all of these studies; however, none of
the work mentioned above explored the importance of temporal pattern of
stimulation. Shirvalkar and colleagues (2006) showed increased early action gene
expression in cortical and basal ganglia regions as well as enhanced performance
on a novel object recognition task with CT/DBS in intact rats. In a DMTP rat
model, Mair and Hembrook (2008) showed enhanced working memory with
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CT/DBS. Smith et al. (2009) used bayesian statistical methods to analyze the effect of CT/DBS on a sustained attention task in macaque monkeys. This method
was also used to further analyze data collected from the human case study of
CT/DBS in a MCS patient. It was confirmed that CT/DBS helped facilitate functional recovery in this patient (Schiff et al., 2007; Smith et al., 2009). These studies
represent the body of evidence that CT/DBS can increase arousal and enhance
cognition, but there are still questions to explore such as what stimulation parameters, including pattern, are best and how do these parameters need to be adjusted, patient to patient.
Caveats
!

Like many behavioral studies with multiple subjects, especially mice,

these experiments show a large variability. Three potential sources of variance
are considered: baseline activity level, exact electrode placement, and sex differences. First, it is clear that baseline activity level does influence response to
stimulation. Mice respond differentially to stimulation in the light and dark; responses during the light phase, when mice are more often quiescent, are relatively larger than those during the dark phase. Fluctuations of baseline activity
on a smaller scale are likely causes of intra-subject variability. Second, small
variations in electrode placement might affect inter-subject variability. These
small position differences change the electrical field of stimulation and which
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specific neurons are influenced by this field. These changes might alter the efficiency of stimulation as well as the magnitude of response during and directly
after stimulation. Finally, we observed small, inconsistent sex differences as mentioned in Chapter 2 (page 39). While these differences were not statistically significant, it is likely they affected inter-subject variability once the data from males
and females were pooled.
Conclusions
!

Here we have presented more evidence that temporal patterning of DBS

can affect the magnitude of desired responses. While a comprehensive exploration of temporal patterns in DBS is outside the scope of this paper, possible avenues to continue this work would be to investigate 1) longer sequences of pulses
that would presumably permit still more entropy, 2) specific local characteristics
of the temporal patterns presented here to determine why Random was better
than Chaotic, 3) other deterministic chaotic equations, and 4) playbacks or temporal patterns recorded from central thalamus or from arousal systems that project to the central thalamus. Additionally, it stands to reason that because we
found that temporal patterns of CT/DBS are important in modulating motor activity and EEG response, temporal patterns of stimulation might modulate desired responses to DBS in other, medically important contexts. More research is
needed into how neuronal circuits of interest function in normal and diseased
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states as well as how DBS can be used to effect desired changes in these circuits.
This is essential to the future of DBS therapy because the more we know about
diseased neuronal circuits and how DBS affects them, the better able we will be
to logically choose stimulation parameters and design DBS regimes. Choosing a
stimulation regime for a specific disorder or set of symptoms will be much more
efficient than the current method for finding stimulation parameters, by trial and
error.
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Chapter 5: Multiple TBI and DBS
MOUSE MODEL OF MULTIPLE TBI
!

To ensure long lasting deficits, several traumatic brain injury (TBI) models

were tested. The final model chosen, multiple TBI (described in Chapter 2, page
36), results in neurological and motor actvity deficits that last 11-14 days without
compromising gross dark-light behavior. Briefly, anesthetized mice were placed
under the TBI apparatus and a 20 g weight was dropped from 25 cm onto the
right side of the mouse’s head up to 5 times.
Neurological Severity Screen
!

Each injured mouse underwent a neurological severity screen (NSS) 2

hours post injury. The NSS is described in detail in Chapter 2 (page 36), and each
test is summarized briefly in Table 5.1. In this set of mice (n=12), NSS scores
ranged from 3-6 with an average overall score of 4.75±0.28. This average score is
significantly different from 0 (t11 = 17.05, p<0.001; signed rank = 0, p<0.001).
These data show that neurological deficits can be generated by this mouse model
of traumatic brain injury, multiple TBI.
Motor Activity Deficits
!

In addition to neurological deficits, multiple TBI can also generate deficits

in the motor aspect of arousal. A timeline of daily activity in one illustrative injured mouse can be found in Figure 5.1.B-C. Motor activity was summed over 24
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Table 5.1 Neurological Severity Screen following Multiple TBI
Neurological Tests

Number of mice

Total of mice

(in the order of performance)

that Failed

Tested

Exit from 30 cm circle within 3 minutes

4

12

Straight walk

0

12

Startle reflex

4

12

Seeking behavior

0

12

Hind limb flex

0

12

Flat beam balance for 10 seconds

4

12

Round beam balance for 10 seconds

10

12

3 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

11

12

2 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

12

12

1 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

12

12

NSS tests are scored pass (0, normal behavior) or fail (1, abnormal behavior). The
range of overall scores (i.e., number of tests failed) was 3-6 and the overall score
average was 4.75±0.28.
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Figure 5.1 Motor Activity Deficits following Multiple TBI. Normalized average
daily acitivity (A) for two motor activity measures (horizontal activity — blue;
total distance — green) up to 14 days after injury, represented as mean ± s.e.m. of
n=12 mice. Timeline of raw daily activity in one injured mouse for horizontal
activity (B) and total distance (C) up to 14 days after injury. * p<0.05; ** p<0.01.
BL — baseline.

hours, and these sums were normalzied to the average activity of a 5 day baseline observed prior to injury. Normalized daily activity was averaged across mice
(n=12), and this average timeline can be found in Figure 5.1.A. To avoid the biases present in the assumptions of parametric statistical tests, appropriate nonparametric tests were also used to confirm results of parametric tests. T-tests, and
to confirm Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-ranks tests, were used to determine
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whether motor activity deficits were significantly different from baseline. Significant deficits in two measures of motor activity occurred on the day after injury:
horizontal activity (t11 = -3.47, p<0.01; signed rank = 6, p<0.01) and total distance
(t11 = -4.39, p<0.001; signed rank = 5, p<0.01). These significant deficits lasted for
several days after injury.
Recovery without Intervention
!

As this is a closed head injury, it is expected that injured mice will begin to

heal and recover functionality over the course of the experiment. As expected,
deficits decrease and motor activity aproaches pre-injury baseline levels at
around 11-14 days post injury. In one of the two data measures, horizontal acitivity, deficits were significantly different from baseline up to day 12 using nonparametric statistics (signed rank = 21, p<0.05) or up to day 11 using parametric
t-tests (t11 = -2.89, p<0.01). With total distance, deficits were significanlty different
from baseline up to day 14 for non-parametric (signed rank = 14, p<0.05) or up to
day 13 for parametric t-tests (t11 = -3.18, p<0.01). These data show that multiple
TBI can generate motor activity deficits that last 11-14 days post injury.
Preserved Nocturnal Behavior Pattern
!

In addition to overall locomotion, activity over the course of the light/

dark cycle was observed to determine whether multiple TBI hindered dark-light
behavior as well as reduced overall motor activity. Activity was summed over 12
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hours, and these sums are presented as a proportion of average total daily baseline activity. Dark-light behavior of one illustrative injured mouse can be found
in Figure 5.2.C-D. Normalized 12 hour data were grouped into baseline and post
injury and then averaged across mice. These averages can be found in Figure
5.2.A-B. Notice that even after injury, activity in the dark is increased over activity in the light, i.e., nocturnal behavior pattern is preserved.

Figure 5.2 Preserved Nocturnal Behavior Pattern following Multiple TBI. Normalized average dark-light behavior for horizontal activity (A) and total distance
(B), represented as mean ± s.e.m. of n=12 mice. Dark-light behavior in same illustrative mouse as Figure 5.1 for horizontal activity (C) and total distance (D).
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DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION FOLLOWING MULTIPLE TBI
!

In the previous section, a mouse model of closed head injury, multiple TBI,

was described. The deficits caused by this model of TBI are long-lasting enough
for experiments that include electrode implantation surgery and subsequent recovery from surgery. With a brain injury model that results in sufficiently longlasting deficits, the effects of deep brain stimulation on brain-injured mice can be
tested. Here, the effect of DBS on injured mice is tested.
Neurological and Motor Activity Deficits
!

Neurological and motor activity deficits for this set of mice is confirmed in

Table 5.2 and Figure 5.3. In this set of mice (n=14), the range of NSS overall
scores was 3-10, and the average overall score was 7.3±0.8 (Table 5.2). This average score is significantly different from 0 (t12 = 12.73, p<0.001; signed rank = 0,
p<0.001). To determine motor activity deficits, daily summed and normalized
data were grouped as follows: baseline, post injury (PostTBI), and post surgery
(PostSx). These grouped data were averaged across mice (n=14). Averaged deficits can be seen in Figure 5.3.A-B, and raw daily activity in one illustrative injured and stimulated mouse can be found in Figure 5.3.C-D. Motor activity deficits after injury as well as after surgery were significantly different from baseline
using t-tests as well as Wilcoxon signed ranks test. In horizontal activity, post injury was significantly less than baseline activity (t18 = -9.66, p<0.001; z = -3.82,
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Table 5.2 Neurological Severity Screen following Multiple TBI, later stimulated.
Neurological Tests

Number of mice

Total of mice

(in the order of performance)

that Failed

Tested

Exit from 30 cm circle within 3 minutes

9

14

Straight walk

11

14

Startle reflex

10

14

Seeking behavior

3

14

Hind limb flex

2

14

Flat beam balance for 10 seconds

13

14

Round beam balance for 10 seconds

14

14

3 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

12

14

2 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

13

14

1 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

13

14

NSS tests are scored pass (0, normal behavior) or fail (1, abnormal behavior). The
range of overall scores (i.e., number of tests failed) was 3-10 and the overall score
average was 7.3±0.8.
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Figure 5.3 Motor Activity Deficits following Multiple TBI. Normalized, grouped,
average daily activity for horizontal activity (A) and total distance (B), represented as mean ± s.e.m. of n=14 mice that were later stimulated. Grouped raw
daily activity in one injured and stimulated mouse for horizontal activity (C) and
total distance (D). * p<0.001. BL — baseline, PostSx — post surgery, PostTBI —
post injury.
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p<0.001) and post surgery was significantly less than baseline (t75 = -7.38,
p<0.001; z = -6.20, p<0.001). In total distance, post injury was significantly less
than baseline (t18 = -10.88, p<0.001; z = -3.82, p<0.001) and post surgery was significantly less than baseline (t75 = -18.51, p<0.001; z -7.51, p<0.001). Notice that the
magnitude of motor activity deficit in these mice is larger than can be seen in
Figure 5.1. For recovery without intervention mice, motor activity deficits immediately after injury were 70% and 50% of baseline for the two data measures
while injured and stimulated mice had motor activity deficits of 55% and 40%.
This is to be expected; multiple TBI, stimulated mice had a higher average NSS
score, i.e., a higher severity of injury, than recovery without intervention mice. It
is logical to expect higher motor activity deficits with correspondingly higher severity of injury.
!

In addition to neurological and motor activity deficits, these mice (n=14)

also display preserved nocturnal behavior pattern (Figure 5.4). Again, 12 hour
summed and normalized data were grouped into baseline, post injury, or post
surgery and then averaged across mice. This average can be found in Figure
5.4.A-B and raw data from one illustrative injured and stimulated mouse can be
found in Figure 5.4.C-D. As with the recovery without intervention data set, activity in the dark is increased over activity in the light, i.e., dark-light behavior is
preserved.
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Figure 5.4 Preserved Nocturnal Behavior Pattern following Multiple TBI, Stimulated mice. Normalized, grouped, average dark-light behavior for horizontal activity (A) and total distance (B), represented as mean ± s.e.m. of n=14 mice that
were later stimulated. Grouped raw dark-light behavior in same illustrative
mouse as Figure 5.3 for horizontal activity (C) and total distance (D). BL — baseline, PostSx — post surgery, PostTBI — post injury.

Effects of Deep Brain Stimulation
!

In the previous two chapters, DBS has been shown to increase arousal as

measured by motor activity in intact mice. Here, the effects of DBS on brain-
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injured mice have been tested. Mice were implanted bilaterally in the central
thalamus (A: -1.70 mm, L: +/- 1.00 mm, D: -3.00 mm) and only those with at least
one histologically confirmed hit were included in statistical analyses. A diagram
of electrode placements can be found in Figure 5.5.

Figure 5.5 Electrode Placements of Multiple TBI, Stimulated mice. Cornal section
of mouse brain at Bregma -1.94 mm and zoomed in image of thalamus for reference (A). Placements are represented as red dots on coronal sections at Bregma
-1.94 mm (B), -2.06 mm (C), and -2.30 mm (D). Placements of n=14 mice. Diagrams adapted from Paxinos and Franklin (2001).
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!

Motor activity, as measured by horizontal activity and total distance, in-

creases during and after stimulation in brain injured mice. Data presented here
represent sums of activity 10 minutes before, 10 minutes during, and 10 minutes
after stimulation with activity during and after stimulation normalized to activity before stimulation. These normalized sums are then averaged across mice
(n=14, 4-6 stimulations per mouse) and analyzed using parametric and nonparametric statistics to determine the effects of the stimulation, light phase of
stimulation, and temporal pattern of stimulation. While an overall effect of
stimulation by multi-factor ANOVA is seen in both horizontal activity (F2,415 =
3.26, p<0.05, Figure 5.6.A) and total distance (F2,342 = 3.69, p<0.05, Figure 5.6.B),
there were no overall effects of light phase (Figure 5.6.C-D) or temporal pattern
of stimulation (Figure 5.6.E-F). ANOVA analyses did uncover a significant interaction effect between temporal pattern and stimulation in horizontal activity
(F4,415 = 4.20, p<0.01). Using non-parametric analyses, an effect of stimulation as
well as a lack of effect of light phase or temporal pattern were confirmed. The
balanced Friedman test uncovered a significant effect of stimulation in horizontal
activity (χ2 = 17.67, p<0.001) and total distance (χ2 = 22.97, p<0.001). While these
data are not completely congruous with previous stimulation data collected in
intact mice, these data do replicate the findings that DBS can increase motor activity and that the temporal pattern of stimulation can make a difference.
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Figure 5.6 DBS following Multiple TBI increases Motor Aspect of Arousal. Response to stimulation in horizontal activity (A) and total distance (B). Differential
response to stimulation in the dark and light in horizontal activity (C) and total
distance (D). Differential response to temporal patterns of stimulation in horizontal activity (E) and total distance (F). Data are presented as mean ± s.e.m. of n=14
mice (4-6 stimulations per mouse). Data represent 10 minutes before, 10 minutes
during, and 10 minutes after stimulation. Data during and after stimulation are
normalized to data before stimulation. * p<0.05 compared to before stimulation,
^ p<0.05 compared to other temporal patterns.
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!

In looking more closely at post-hoc analyses, the effect of stimulation is

confirmed and the interaction effect between temporal pattern and stimulation
seen in horizontal activity is explained. Using t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests,
horizontal activity is increased during (t140 = 2.29, p<0.05; z = -3.03, p<0.001) and
after (t139 = 2.44, p<0.05; z = -4.54, p<0.001) stimulation compared to before stimulation, and total distance is increased during (t105 = 2.58, p<0.05; z = -4.06,
p<0.001) and after (z = -4.58, p<0.001) stimulation compared to before stimulation. Comparing temporal patterns of stimulation, only after chaotic stimulation
is horizontal activity increased compared to fixed (t48 = -2.54, p<0.05) and random (t50 = -2.61, p<0.05) stimulation using Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. This difference was not confirmed with non-parametric statistical tests. Despite the lack
of strong differences between all three temporal patterns, these data suggest that
temporal pattern makes a difference in CT/DBS.
!

In addition to normalized averaged data, raw motor activity of one illus-

trative injured and stimulated mouse is shown in Figure 5.7. The three stimulations represented in this figure occured during the dark. Notice the very little
movement registered by the total distance data measure. This is much less than
similar plots for intact mice (see Figures 4.3 and 4.6 on page 79 and 87). As total
distance is a measure of ambulation, it is possible that these injured mice are
moving (as evidenced by horizontal activity), but have decreased motivation to
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Figure 5.7 Motor Activity Response to DBS in one Multiple TBI mouse. Response
to fixed (A), random (B), and chaotic (C) stimulation in one mouse during the
dark. Data are presented at a sampling frequency of 1 hz. Grey boxes denote epochs of stimulation.
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walk within their cages thereby staying in relatively the same spot. This has implications for the high variability inherent in these data, and this implication will
be discussed below.

DISCUSSION
Findings
!

Here, a modified closed head injury model, multiple TBI, is described that

results in acute neurological deficits, motor activity deficits lasting 11-14 days
post injury, and preserved nocturnal behavior pattern. These data also show that
CT/DBS can increase the motor aspect of arousal in this traumatic brain injury
model. These data also suggest that temporal pattern of stimulation makes a difference as evidenced by the interaction effect of temporal pattern and stimulation. While differences between the three temporal patterns are not strong for all
time points (during and after stimulation), chaotic stimulation does increase
horizontal activity after stimulation more than either fixed or random stimulation. Temporal patterning of CT/DBS can modulate its effect in this mouse model
of TBI.
Literature
!

Little is published in the pre-clinical or clinical literature on the use of DBS

in brain injured patients or animal models of brain injury. Zhang and colleagues
(2011) studied the effect of DBS on molecular changes after cerebral ischemia in
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rats, and they found that stimulation of the olfactory bulb after injury reduced
the expression of a molecule thought to inhibit axonal growth, reduced infarct
volume, and improved neurological function. In a second study in rats, Liu and
colleagues (2012) found that stimulation of the cerebellar fastigial nucleus after
cerebral ischemia promoted the expression of a DNA repair molecule as well as
improved performance on a functional motor task. The data presented here support these articles with more evidence that DBS can ameliorate deficits caused by
acquired brain injury.
Caveats
!

Home cage motor activity data are inherently variable especially with

brain injured mice. Sources of variability include endogenous variability over the
course of a single day, over the course of the injured mouse’s recovery, and from
mouse to mouse. Inter-mouse variability can be caused by inherent differences
between mice, differences in injury severity, differences in injury locus, and differences in electrode placement. This multifaceted variability can make it difficult
to uncover trends or statistical differences between groups of treatments. To
mitigate some of this inherent variability, the effect of stimulation has only been
analyzed on a very small timeframe surrounding that stimulation, and these
analyses have included normalization to the behavior of the mouse directly prior
to stimulation. But this treatment of the data does not completely remove the
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variablity. In a particularly vexing example, there was absolutely no movement
in one data measure before, during, or after stimulation in one quarter of all
stimulations. These non-responding events had to be removed from analysis because they obliterated any and all significant difference of stimulation when included. It has already been hypothesized that these non-responding events are
caused by the injured mouse’s decreased motivation to walk. As the only other
ways to reduce variability include absolute control over the injury mechanism
and electrode implantation, all studies going forward must be done with the understanding that these experiments are inherently variable and the data collected
are inherently complex.
Conclusions
!

This chapter discusses the development of a mouse model of TBI that re-

sults in closed head injury that resembles concussion and with motor activity
deficits that last up to two weeks. The most promising conclusion from these
data is that CT/DBS can be used to increase the motor aspect of arousal in a
mouse model of multiple TBI. Despite a lack of strong statistical differences between all three temporal patterns tested, the data collected here suggest that
temporal pattern of CT/DBS in a mouse model of TBI can make a difference in
magnitude of increases in motor activity. The data presented here are promising
and suggest that DBS can help an injured brain maintain arousal.
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Chapter 6: Sensory Responsiveness with DBS
!

DBS has been shown to increase generalized arousal as measured by mo-

tor activity. Since the operational definition of generalized arousal is not confined
to only motor activity, the effects of DBS on sensory responsiveness were explored. Under the assumption that DBS increases generalized arousal, it was hypothesized that DBS paired with a sensory stimulus would increase sensory responses over and above the response to sensory stimulus alone. In these experiments, the sensory modality chosen was olfaction. The olfactory system of mice
is highly responsive, and there is a body of data suggesting ease of manipulation
of generalized arousal using olfactory stimuli. The olfactant chosen for all underlying experiments was benzaldehyde, known to activate olfactory bulb mitral
cells without concomitant trigeminal activation.

SIMULTANEOUS STIMULUS DELIVERY
!

In this first experiment, mice (both intact and injured) were presented with

three stimuli: olfactory, DBS, and simultaneous olfactory stimulation and DBS.
Mice were implanted bilaterally in the central thalamus, and diagrams of electrode placement for intact and injured mice can be found in Figure 6.1. Once implanted, mice were placed in isolation boxes to reduce exposure to unintended
external stimuli for the duration of the study. A more detailed description of
methodology can be found in Chapter 2 (page 47).
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Figure 6.1 Diagram of electrode placements for Intact and Injured mice. Coronal
section of mouse brain at Bregma -1.94 mm and zoomed in image of thalamus for
reference (A). Placements in intact mice (n=8) are represented as red dots on coronal sections at Bregma -1.94 mm (B), -2.06 mm (C), and -2.30 mm (D). Placements in injured mice (n=7) are represented as blue dots on coronal sections at
Bregma -1.94 mm (E), -2.06 mm (F), and -2.30 mm (G). Diagrams adapted from
Paxinos and Franklin (2001).
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Olfactory Responsiveness in Intact mice
!

Responses to stimuli in intact implanted mice (n=8) were as expected. Ras-

ter plots of response to the three stimuli and a control activity in one illustrative
intact mouse can be found in Figure 6.2. In each raster plot, black lines denote
motor activity and white spaces denote inactivity. Each row in each raster plot
represents a single trial of a given stimulus type. Notice that for each raster trial
there is 1 minute of spontaneous activity followed by 1 minute of inactivity. After
this inactivity, the stimulus is presented (represented by colored rectangles above
the raster plots: red — olfactory, blue — DBS, purple — simultaneous olfactory
and DBS or ‘Both’). The control raster plot is a random selection of epochs during
which there was no stimulation as well as at least one minute of inactivity. For
each mouse, raster plots were collapsed into an average response to each stimulus, these averages were integrated every 10 seconds, and these integrated averages were averaged across mice (n=8). This integrated average response can be
seen in Figure 6.3.A. These data showed a strong immediate response to olfactory stimulation both with and without concurrent DBS that slowly tapered over
the course of 1.5-5 minutes (Figure 6.3.A). DBS, on the other hand, produced a
delayed increase in activity that presented at 2.5-3 minutes and lasted an addition 1-2 minutes.
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Figure 6.2 Raster plots of activity in one illustrative intact mouse. Black lines represent activity, white areas represent inactivity. Each row represents a single trial
of an olfactory stimulus (A), DBS (B), a simultaneous olfactory and DBS (C), and
20 randomly chosen control epochs with no stimulation (D). Stimulation delivery
is denoted by colored boxes at the top of raster plots; blue denotes DBS, red denotes an olfactory stimulus, and purple denotes simultaneous DBS and olfactory
stimulation.
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Figure 6.3 Response to olfactory stimulation and DBS in intact and injured mice:
comparison of stimulation types. Activity response to olfactory, DBS, simultaneous olfactory and DBS stimulation, and non-stimulated controls averaged across
intact mice (n=8, A) and injured mice (n=7, B). Stimulation denoted by black rectangles. *p<0.05 Olfactory and Both compared to control; °p<0.05 DBS compared
to control; #p<0.05 Both compared to control; ^ p<0.05 Olfactory compared to
control.
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!

In the statistical analysis of these data, ANOVA uncovered an effect of

stimulation (F3,840 = 134.85, p<0.001), an effect of time (F29,840 = 2.23, p<0.001),
and an effect of the interaction of stimulation and time (F87,840 = 3.92, p<0.001,
Figure 6.3.A). Friedman analyses confirmed these results. To uncover more detail
about these effects, Bonferroni-corrected post-hoc t-tests and Wilcoxon matchedpair signed-ranks tests were performed. Response to olfactory and simultaneous
olfactory and DBS were larger than control activity at the time of stimulation until 5.17 minutes after stimulation (Olf: t9 = 2.96, p<0.05; Both: t8 = 2.98, p<0.05).
Response to DBS was larger than control activity from 2.67 minutes after stimulation (t8 = 2.65, p<0.05) to 4.38 minutes after stimulation (t9 = 2.99, p<0.05). At no
time point was olfactory response alone significantly different from response to
simutaneous olfactory and DBS, i.e., no additional activity response is seen when
olfactory stimulus and DBS are paired.
Olfactory Responsiveness in Injured Mice
!

Response to stimuli in multiple TBI mice (n=7) were similar to that seen in

intact mice. NSS scores of these mice are described in Table 6.1, and on average,
injured mice had a severity score of 7.29±0.78. Rasterplots of activity response to
stimuli in one illustrative injured mouse can be found in Figure 6.4. Again, black
denotes activity, and white denotes inactivity; stimulation epochs are denoted by
colored rectangles. Upon examination of the averaged data (Figure 6.3.B), a
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Table 6.1 Neurological Severity Screen following Multiple TBI, sensory study
Neurological Tests

Number of mice

Total of mice

(in the order of performance)

that Failed

Tested

Exit from 30 cm circle within 3 minutes

6

7

Straight walk

7

7

Startle reflex

5

7

Seeking behavior

4

7

Hind limb flex

0

7

Flat beam balance for 10 seconds

6

7

Round beam balance for 10 seconds

7

7

3 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

5

7

2 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

5

7

1 cm beam walk within 3 minutes

6

7

NSS tests are scored pass (0, normal behavior) or fail (1, abnormal behavior). The
range of overall scores (i.e., number of tests failed) was 3-6 and the overall score
average was 7.29±0.78.
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Figure 6.4 Raster plots of motor activity in one illustrative injured mouse. Black
lines represent activity, white areas represent inactivity. Each row represents a
single trial of an olfactory stimulus (A), DBS (B), a simultaneous olfactory and
DBS (C), and 20 randomly choosen Control epochs with no stimulation (D).
Stimulation delivery is denoted by colored boxes at the top of raster plots; blue
denotes DBS, red denotes an olfactory stimulus, and purple denotes simultaneous DBS and olfactory stimulation.
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strong response to olfactory stimuli, with or without concurrent DBS, is seen.
This response dies off over the course of 1-2.5 minutes. Also seen is a slow, less
intense DBS response; this response to DBS shows up after about a minute and
dies off after another minute.
!

Parametric statistical analysis (ANOVA) uncovered an effect of stimula-

tion (F3,720 = 54.82, p<0.01), an effect of time (F29,720 = 1.57, p<0.05), and a significant interaction effect between stimulation and time (F87,720 = 2.85, p<0.01, Figure
6.3.B). Nonparametric Friedman analyses confirmed these results. Bonferronicorrected t-tests and nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-ranks tests
were used to uncover more detail about these data. Response to olfactory stimulation was significantly greater than control activity from the time of stimulation
to 1.83 minutes after stimulation (t8 = 2.70, p<0.05). Response to simutaneous olfactory stimulus and DBS was significantly greater than control activity from the
time of stimulation to 2.67 minutes after stimulation (t12 = 2.97, p<0.05). Response
to DBS appears at 1.50 minutes after stimulation (t12 = 3.45, p<0.01) and lasts until 2.17 minutes after stimulation (t11 = 3.06, p<0.05). There were no significant
differences at any time point between olfactory stimulation response alone and
response to simutaneous olfactory stimulation and DBS. Contrary to expectation,
simutaneous stimulation of olfactory and DBS did not increase activity response
greater than olfactory stimulation alone.
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Comparison of Olfactory Responsiveness in Intact and Injured Mice
!

While the pattern of responses to stimuli in intact and injured mice was

similar, there were distinct differences. Both intact and injured mice showed a
strong immediate response to olfactory stimuli whether or not it was paired with
DBS, but in intact mice, the decay of this response lasted roughly 5 minutes while
in injured mice the response disappeared much more quickly, disappearing by 3
minutes after stimulation. DBS response was also different between the two
groups; in intact mice, response to DBS appeared at around 2.5 minutes and
lasted 2-3 minutes. However in injured mice, response to DBS appeared much
more quickly, at 1-1.5 minutes, even if it did not last as long. While ANOVA did
not reveal an overall difference between intact and injured mice, it did reveal an
interaction effect of injury status and stimulation type (F3,1647 = 9.62, p<0.001). In
Figure 6.5, direct comparisons of response to each stimulation type in intact and
injured mice can be found (these are the same data as Figure 6.3). Notice that
while the timing of responses as compared to control in each set is different, the
variability of responses precludes the direct comparison of intact and injured response to the same stimulation from being significantly different except when it
comes to DBS. DBS response was greater and more quickly seen in injured mice
compared to control (Figure 6.5.B). This difference first appeared at 0.67 minutes
after stimulation (t9 = -2.49, p<0.05) and lasted until 2.00 minutes after
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Figure 6.5 Response to olfactory stimulation and DBS: comparison of intact and
injured mice. These data are the same as plotted in Figure 6.3. Activity response
to olfactory (A), DBS (B), simultaneous olfactory and DBS stimulation (C), and
non-stimulated controls (D) averaged across intact mice (n=8) and injured mice
(n=7). Stimulation denoted by colored rectangles; red — olfactory, blue — DBS,
purple — simultaneous olfactory and DBS. *p<0.05 intact compared to injury.
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stimulation (t11 = -2.26, p<0.05). Injured mice responded more strongly and more
quickly to DBS than intact mice.

Figure 6.6 Diagram of electrode placements for mice in olfactory delayed after
DBS experiment. Coronal section of mouse brain at Bregma -1.94 mm and
zoomed in image of thalamus for reference (A). Placements are represented as
green dots on coronal sections at Bregma -1.94 mm (B), -2.06 mm (C), and -2.30
mm (D). Placements of n=7 mice. Diagrams adapted from Paxinos and Franklin
(2001).
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OLFACTORY STIMULATION DELAYED AFTER DBS
!

With a lack of additive response of olfactory stimulation and DBS when

presented concurrently, it may be that DBS needs to be presented first in order to
facilitate greater response to olfactory stimulation. Since it took a few minutes for
the response to DBS to be seen, it make take several minutes to increase generalized arousal and subsequently increase sensory responsiveness. To test this, a
paradigm with an olfactory stimulation delayed after DBS was designed. A detailed description of the methodology can be found in Chapter 2 (page 47).
Briefly, intact mice (n=7) were implanted bilaterally in the central thalamus, and
diagrams of electrode placement for olfactory delayed after DBS mice can be
found in Figure 6.6. Once implanted, mice were placed in isolation boxes to reduce unintended external stimuli during the study. Mice were then presented
with either a 10 second DBS followed by an olfactory stimulus or no DBS followed by an olfactory stimulus. Each experimental pair was presented 20 times
to each mouse. Raster plots of response to these experimental conditions in one
illustrative mouse can be found in Figure 6.7. Black denotes activity, and white
denotes inactivity; stimulation epochs are denoted by colored rectangles: red —
olfactory, blue — DBS. Notice 1 minute of spontaneous activity and 1 minute of
inactivity followed by initial DBS/NoDBS, and after another 1 minute, the olfactant presentation.
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Figure 6.7 Raster plots of motor activity in one illustrative mouse in olfactory delayed after DBS experiment. Black lines represent activity, white areas represent
inactivity. Each row represents a single trial of DBS followed by an olfactory
stimulus (A), No DBS followed by an olfactory stimulus (B), and 20 randomly
choosen Control epochs with no stimulation (C). Stimulation delivery is denoted
by colored boxes at the top of raster plots; blue denotes DBS, red denotes an olfactory stimulus.
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Figure 6.8 Response to olfactory stimulation and DBS in olfactory delayed after
DBS experiment. Activity response to DBS and olfactory stimulation averaged
across mice (n=7). Stimulation denoted by colored rectangles; red — olfactory,
blue — DBS. *p<0.05 DBS compared to control; ^p<0.05 NoDBS compared to
control.

!

Statistical analyses using ANOVA uncovered an effect of stimulation (F2,540

= 51.44, p<0.001), time (F29,540 = 8.78, p<0.001), and an interaction effect between
stimulation and time (F58,540 = 1.83, p<0.001, Figure 6.8). These results were confirmed using nonparametric Friedman analyses. To uncover further details, posthoc t-tests and nonparametric Wilcoxon matched-pair signed-ranks tests were
performed. In the first minute after initial DBS/NoDBS, there were no differences
between control, DBS, or NoDBS. Response to olfactory stimulation with NoDBS
priming was strong and lasted from the time of stimulation (t6 = 5.80, p<0.001) to
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0.83 minutes after olfactory stimulation (t6 = 2.66, p<0.05). Response to olfactory
stimulation with DBS priming was also strong and lasted from the time of stimulation (t6 = 7.58, p<0.001) to 0.50 minutes after olfactory stimulation (t6 = 2.50,
p<0.05). There were no significant differences between response with DBS priming and with NoDBS priming. Even with an olfactory stimulus delayed 1 minute
after DBS, there was no additive response to olfactory stimulation and DBS.

DISCUSSION
Findings
!

In all experiments, a strong immediate response to a pleasant food-like ol-

factant and a smaller slow response to DBS were seen. In both the simultaneous
presentation experiment and olfactory delayed after DBS experiment, there was
no evidence for the additive effect of DBS on response to an olfactory stimulus.
However, the timing of response to DBS may play an important roll in the facilitation of an olfactory response, and more work is needed to determine the proper
timing of such a stimulation regime. Also the differences between response to
DBS in intact and injured mice suggest that using intact mice for such an experiment might not have been the most beneficial. Since injured mice show a
stronger and quicker response to DBS than intact mice, they might be more likely
to show a facilitation of olfactory response with DBS if appropriate timing of
stimulation can be discovered.
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Literature
!

This is no body of work looking at how DBS effects olfaction in any ani-

mal model. There are a few anecdotes and papers in the clinical literature relating
DBS, especially of the motor thalamus and subthalamus, to olfaction. Here, response to olfactory stimuli was used as a behavioral surrogate of generalized
arousal with the hypothesis that DBS of the central thalamus would increase the
magnitude of sensory responses indirectly by increasing generalized arousal.
There are no papers that touch on this topic or hypothesis in either the preclinical or clinical literature.
Caveats
!

As with virtually all behavioral experiments, high variability between and

within subjects can obscure any positive results. In the simultaneous delivery experiment, the sensitivity to baseline behavioral levels was mitigated by waiting
for the mouse to be in a state of quiescence for 1 minute. With the olfactory delayed after DBS experiment, this consistent low baseline is lost because of the desired timing of stimulation. Other sources of variability include differences in exact electrode placement. In brain injured mice, differences in severity and locus of
brain injury may also contribute to variability in mouse response to DBS.
!

Another consideration to take into account is the sensory stimulation

paradigm used. The olfactory stimuli presented in this experiment are not pure
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olfactant only stimuli. The stimulus delivery apparatus includes a regulator that
clicks, and the smell is delivered through air being pushed over a container of the
olfactant. The mouse surely hears the click and the whoosh of air before smelling
the olfactant. The length of time the olfactant lingers in the cage is also an uncontrolled variable. Due to these practicalities, these experiments may not be comparable to more controlled physiological studies of olfaction; however, this stimulation paradigm does produce differential behavioral responses to different types
of stimulation without habituation.
Conclusions
!

These experiments show strong immediate responses to an olfactory

stimulus, benzaldehyde, and small slow responses to DBS. While it was expected
that olfactory stimulation and DBS presented together would produce even
larger responses than olfactory stimulation alone, there is no strong evidence that
DBS increases response to this olfactant. Studies replicating this work with variable timing for delay between DBS and olfactory stimuli are needed to ensure
that this is truly a negative result.
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Chapter 7: Discussion
!

This thesis describes previously unexplored pre-clinical work into an ap-

plication of deep brain stimulation (DBS) to increase generalized arousal and to
treat motor activity deficits in traumatic brain injury (TBI). The effectiveness of
DBS to increase generalized arousal was measured by observing spontaneous
motor activity as well as olfactory responsiveness. A small set of frequencies,
amplitudes, and temporal patterns of stimulation were explored. Both intact mice
and a mouse model of TBI were tested. Below, the conclusions of this work are
described, the implications of the work to the larger literature are considered,
and caveats associated with the conclusions and the limitations of this work are
discussed. Finally, the broad clinical implications are explored.

MAJOR FINDINGS
!

The data presented in this thesis show that DBS of the central thalamus

increases generalized arousal as measured by motor activity in both intact mice
and a mouse model of TBI. All temporal patterns, amplitudes, frequencies, and
light phases of stimulation tested in this thesis have been shown to increase motor activity during and directly after DBS. This result holds true for both male
and female mice and for both uninjured and multiple TBI mice. Central thalamic
DBS (CT/DBS) may also increase generalized arousal as measured by olfactory
responsiveness, but the data presented in Chapter 6 (page 115) are not statisti-
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cally significant. More work will conclusively determine whether CT/DBS potentiates olfactory responsiveness. Finally, the data presented in Chapters 3, 4,
and 5 demonstrate that temporal pattern of DBS (targeting the hippocampus and
central thalamus) modulates the magnitude of the resulting response.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
!

The experiments exploring the effect of DBS on motor activity and olfac-

tory responsiveness were designed using the framework of the operational definition of generalized arousal. As described in the introduction, generalized
arousal has three dimensions: motor, sensory, and emotional, i.e., an aroused
animal has greater spontaneous motor activity, greater sensory responsiveness,
and greater emotional reactivity. Further experiments can look into the effect of
various epochs of DBS on motor activity as well as investigate how long the increase in motor activity lasts once DBS is turned off. As mentioned in the previous section, olfactory responsiveness to DBS should be explored using different
delay times between stimulation and olfactant to determine whether DBS can potentiate olfactory responsiveness. These experiments could also be repeated using neurophysiologically distinct sensory modalities to ensure that DBS is affecting generalized arousal and not a specific sensory process. To incorporate the last
dimension of generalized arousal, the effect of DBS on emotional behaviors
should also be explored. Does DBS accelerate the timing or increase the fre-
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quency of male sexual behaviors? Can DBS exacerbate the freezing and risk assessment behaviors of an innate fear paradigm? Can DBS affect anxiety-like behaviors? Answering these questions to incorporate the emotional dimension of
generalized arousal will benefit research into the arousal effects of DBS.
!

CT/DBS is also hypothesized to enhance cognition by inducing the CT to

recruit cortical neurons to support cognitive load. Experiments into the effects of
CT/DBS on cognitive tasks would determine whether CT/DBS could benefit not
only DOC patients, but also conscious TBI patients with cognitive deficits. Reversal learning tasks are useful for this idea because they require not only learning
and memory, but also adaptability to the changing demands of the task: once the
mouse learns the specified goal, that goal is switched and the mouse must then
reverse the previous memory and learn the new goals.
!

Maternal behavior is also an intriguing motivated behavior to explore. In

mice, all females, even virgins who have never been pregnant, have an instinct to
retrieve and care for pups. Experience, hormones, and epigenetic changes are
known to influence this behavior. Exploring how TBI alters maternal behavior
ties together the motivational or emotional dimension of arousal, the cognitive
deficits associated with brain injury, and the neuroprotective effects of estrogens.
If deficits in the behavior paradigm exist in TBI mice, CT/DBS could be used to
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rescue those deficits through its influence on generalized arousal as well as cognition.

MATHEMATICAL EXPLORATION
!

The rich detail and sizable complexity of the described behavioral data led

to the collaboration of the author with experts for further mathematical exploration. Dr. Daniel Keenan, Professor of Statistics at the University of Virginia, was
kind enough to lend his expertise in the processing and analyzing of the motor
activity data presented in Chapter 4 (page 71). We wanted to discern statistically
whether the increase in motor activity seen was induced by the DBS or whether it
was a coincidental behavioral fluctuation; additionally we were interested in
characterizing the pattern of movement during the light and dark, with and
without stimulation. Dr. Keenan deconvolved the data of each mouse into zero-,
one-, and two-dimensional movement, and from his analyses we concluded that
1) one-dimensional movement did not vary with light phase or with stimulation,
2) that two-dimensional movement was more prevalent in the dark phase compared to the light phase and with stimulation compared to without it, and 3)
stimulation during the light phase initiated a pattern of movement more often
seen during the dark phase. Importantly, this last conclusion supports the idea
that DBS does not create an altered state with only an artifactual increase in motor activity, instead DBS induces a natural pattern of movement.
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!

Additionally, to determine whether electrode placement variation can ex-

plain a portion of the behavioral variation, we have contacted Dr. Chris Butson,
Associate Professor of Neurology and Neurosurgery at the Medical College of
Wisconsin. In the future, he will model the neuronal effect of DBS in the mouse
brain using the coordinates for each subject’s electrode placement. Using the results of this model, he will then analyze the behavioral data to discover whether
exact electrode placement could explain a portion of the variability in the data.

LITERATURE
!

The data presented in this thesis add to the literature describing the utility

of temporal patterns in a neural system. Many groups have described temporal
pattern-sensitive neurons in sensory systems; used informational theoretic analysis to calculate the information contained in temporal patterns; discovered how
receptors, neurons, and networks generate temporal patterns; and modeled how
complex neural systems use temporal patterns. The experiments in this thesis
join a smaller body of literature into the direct manipulation of temporallypatterned stimulation; the two articles mentioned in the introduction used temporal patterns to manipulate taste sensation and elicit saccades.
!

In the literature of therapeutic DBS in clinical and pre-clinical contexts,

there are a few papers exploring the utility of temporally-patterned DBS. While
exploring the effectiveness of patterned DBS to reduce tremor in patients, Birdno
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et al. (2008) found that irregular patterns were less effective at tremor reduction
than conventional patterns. In a rat model of PD, So and colleagues (2011) found
that pathological behavior was maximally reduced with conventional DBS compared to temporally-patterned DBS. In addition to these negative studies, a few
studies with positive benefits to temporally-patterned DBS have been reported.
In a rat model of epilepsy, Cota and colleagues (2009) found that a temporallypatterned DBS was a more effective anticonvulsant than conventionallypatterned DBS. Finally, in a non-human hemiparkinsonian model, Baker and colleagues (2011) found that a temporally-patterned DBS was just as effective and
required less current than conventionally-patterned DBS at producing behavioral
improvement.
!

In the specific context of CT/DBS, there is only a handful of articles to

compare the results of this thesis to. CT/DBS has been investigated in intact rats
(Shirvalkar, Seth, Schiff, & Herrera, 2006), brain injured rats (Mair and Hembrook, 2008), macaque monkeys (Smith et al., 2009), and one human case study
(Schiff et al., 2007). In all of these studies, CT/DBS increased motor activity or
enhanced performance on a cognitive task. With CT/DBS, these studies describe
enhanced performance on a novel object recognition task (Shirvalkar, Seth, Schiff,
& Herrera, 2006); enhanced working memory (Mair & Hembrook, 2008); sustained attention (Smith et al., 2009); and functional recovery in a MCS patient
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(Schiff et al., 2007). The data presented in this thesis add this body of evidence
that CT/DBS can increase generalized arousal and enhance cognition.
!

While there is one clinical trial into the efficacy of DBS in TBI patients

listed in clinicaltrials.gov, very little is published on the use of this neurological
intervention in brain-injured patients or animal models of brain injury. In the preclinical literature, there is a handful of articles that describe molecular and functional benefits to stimulation in rat models of ischemia. In the clinical literature,
the majority of articles are open label studies into the efficacy of DBS in DOC
with only a single controlled cross-over study with a single MCS subject. More
research is needed on the effects of DBS in brain injury models as well as more
controlled studies of DBS in brain injury. The data presented in this thesis add
more evidence to these articles that suggest that deficits caused by acquired brain
injury can be ameliorated by DBS.

CAVEATS
!

This thesis investigates the effects of a previously unexplored parameter

of stimulation, temporal pattern. It is not within the scope of the work to fully
explore all possible temporal patterns: the permutations of possible temporal pattern are enormous. To constrain this thesis within the limits of the experimental
equipment, a small set of temporal patterns was tested, and to maximize the
benefit of the information gained, these temporal patterns were chosen under the
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hypothesis that nonlinear dynamics are important to the control of generalized
arousal and included an independently patterned control. These experiments
barely scratch the surface of temporally-patterned DBS, but importantly, they
confirm that temporal patterns are important in DBS and further research into
this facet of DBS will highly benefit the clinical community.
!

In addition to temporal pattern, other parameters of DBS merit further in-

depth exploration including amplitude, frequency, pulse width, pulse shape, or
stimulation epoch length. It would have been prohibitively time consuming to
comprehensively explore all of these parameters. Pilot experiments stimulating
the basal forebrain used a low frequency of stimulation, 50 hz, and unpublished
observations from one collaborator noted increased c-fos expression with 175 hz
stimulation. With this information in mind, the experiments of Chapter 4 were
designed using 50 hz, 125 hz, 175 hz, and 225 hz. Early studies with hippocampal
DBS showed a higher likelyhood of seizure at amplitudes of 150 μA or higher,
and therefore the experiments of Chapter 4 were restricted to lower amplitudes
of stimulation. This work aimed to logically choose a testable set of parameters,
and in Chapter 4 (page 71), the most suitable parameter set was chosen from the
range of values examined.
!

As mentioned in the introduction, there are myriad TBI mouse models.

Practical limitations due to surgery and recovery time reduced the number of
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models applicable to the DBS paradigm used, and a weight drop model was chosen for its straightforward implementation, adjustability, and similarity to real
injury-causing phenomena. An impact site of the side of the head instead of the
more traditional top of the head was chosen because acceleration/deceleration
injuries in a lateral orientation are known to produce more substantial deficits
than injuries in a rostral/caudal orientation (Gaetz, 2004). While another type of
brain injury, anoxia, was characterized in the lab using the operational definition
of generalized arousal (Arrieta-Cruz, Pfaff, & Shelley, 2007), the response of this
injury model to DBS has not been examined.
!

At the conclusion of the sensory experiment (Chapter 6, page 115), no sta-

tistical differences were seen between olfactory responses alone and olfactory responses paired with DBS. However, it cannot be inferred that DBS is incapable of
potentiating olfactory responsiveness. It is known that the response to DBS, unlike the response to an olfactory stimulus, is not immediate, and the timing of
maximal response to DBS is unknown. It may be that potentiation of olfaction by
DBS happens only at an optimal time delay. As mentioned above, further experimentation of different time delays between DBS and an olfactory stimulus is
necessary to elucidate whether DBS can increase arousal-mediated olfactory responsiveness.
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!

The variability of these behavioral experiments is large and can obscure

statisical results even if carefully considered and appropriately managed. In addition to mouse-to-mouse variation, data in these experiments can vary depending on sex differences, timing (dark versus light and hourly differences), electrode placement, and precise injury locus and severity of injury. Variability due
to these factors may mask experimentally-generated relevant differences. In attempts to design experiments rigorously in the face of variability, (1) motor activity data were normalized to behavior just prior to stimulation; (2) order of
temporally-patterned stimulation was counter-balanced over the course of the
day between mice; (3) in sensory experiments, stimulation was delivered at time
points with the same basline activity, i.e., after 1 minute of quiescence; (4) later
studies were restricted to only males; and (5) mouse strain was limited to
C57BL/6J.

CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS
!

While CT/DBS is not a clinically proven therapy for MCS, the data in this

thesis support the idea that CT/DBS can increase generalized arousal in braininjured subjects. In all experiments using all stimulation parameters, CT/DBS
increased generalized arousal as measured by motor activity during and after
stimulation. If DBS shows the same effectiveness in increasing generalized
arousal in further controlled clinical studies, MCS patients could see vast im-
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provement. From requiring assistance for all aspects of care to being able to
communicate functionally and feed themselves, MCS patients can only gain from
therapeutics that facilitate emergence to consciousness. Eventually, it may be advantageous to treat patients with less drastic cognitive deficits resulting from TBI
or other brain injury. As CT/DBS is designed to support cognition, applying CT/
DBS to functionally conscious patients with severe cognitive deficits is a logical
step.
!

Once CT/DBS therapy is proven efficacious for MCS, this thesis points

toward previously unexplored avenues for stimulation. Since we know that temporal patterns are important in neural systems, temporally-patterned DBS may
vastly benefit many patients. At the very least, temporally-patterned DBS can
minimize electrical current and severity of side effects while maintaining optimal
clinical outcome.
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Appendix A

TEMPORAL PATTERN OF PULSES DURING DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION AFFECTS
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM AROUSAL

Amy Wells Quinkert, Nicholas D. Schiff, and Donald W. Pfaff.
Behav Brain Res 214.2 (2010):399-385.
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Appendix B

QUANTITATIVE DESCRIPTIONS OF GENERALIZED AROUSAL, AN ELEMENTARY
FUNCTION OF THE VETEBRATE BRAIN

Amy Wells Quinkert, Vivek Vimal, Zachary M. Weil, George N. Reeke,
Nicholas D. Schiff, Jayanth R. Banavar, and Donald W. Pfaff
Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 108.suppl 3 (2011):15617-15623
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Appendix C

TEMPORAL PATTERNS OF DEEP BRAIN STIMULATION GENERATED WITH A TRUE
RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR AND THE LOGISTIC EQUATION: EFFECTS OF

CNS AROUSAL IN MICE

Amy Wells Quinkert and Donald W. Pfaff
Behav Brain Res 229.2 (2012):340-358
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